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Abstract

Atmospheric aerosol particles fundamentally affect cloud formation and properties
by acting as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) at cloud base and beyond. The effects
of aerosols on clouds in theory and processes on small scale are well understood. For
real clouds and for a range of atmospheric pollution states, however, the understand-
ing of microphysical processes across the entire cloud structure still bears major open
questions. Aircraft studies have accurately measured the aerosol effects on clouds on
local scales and for short time periods. Satellite investigations cover large scales for
extended periods, but with limited accuracy on microphysical processes at different
cloud levels, often covering the cloud tops only. A combination of both,provides a
comprehensive picture of aerosol and cloud microphysics on large geographic scales
across multiple years, which is crucial to understand the current state and future
development of the climate system.

In this thesis, in situ aerosol data and high-resolution satellite observations across
multiple years were combined for the atmosphere over the remote Amazon rain for-
est. Satellite retrieved profiles of the temperature and the effective radius of cloud
droplets were used to resolve seasonal changes in fundamental cloud properties. A
clear seasonality was found in aerosol and cloud parameters. The fraction of aerosol
particles being activated into cloud droplets was high during the pristine wet season,
but also during the polluted dry season. It was higher than expected from previous
studies. The results show that the cloud formation in the Amazon is both, aerosol-
and updraft-sensitive, not just for the low aerosol concentrations in the wet season,
but also under the heavy biomass burning smoke influence in the dry season. Our
findings shed light on the aerosol-driven changes in fundamental parameters of trop-
ical convective clouds and suggest that the buffering effect of updraft-limited droplet
activation at high aerosol concentrations is smaller than expected.

The effects of aerosol particles on cloud properties are not limited to cloud base,
but cover the entire vertical cloud structure. Seasonal patterns in the vertical cloud
structure were investigated by resolving the distinct microphysical zones of conden-
sational droplet growth, collision and coalescence, secondary droplet activation, the
mixed phase of water and ice particles as well as the ice phase. The vertical profiles
of the effective radius of cloud particles as a function of temperature differ strongly
between the low aerosol conditions during the wet season and the biomass burning
smoke dominated dry season. The vertical depth of the cloud microphysical zones is
strongly seasonal as well. The seasonality is most pronounced for the condensational
growth zone, which is much deeper in the dry season. In contrast, the secondary
activation zone plays a more significant role in the wet season. These findings under-
line that the widely variable aerosol population in the Amazon has profound effects
on microphysical processes across the entire vertical profile of convective clouds.





Zusammenfassung

Atmosphärische Aerosolpartikel beeinflussen die Wolkenbildung und -eigenschaften
grundlegend, indem sie als Wolkenkondensationskerne (CCN) an der Wolkenbasis
und darüber hinaus wirken. Die Auswirkungen von Aerosolen auf Wolken sind in der
Theorie und auf kleinen Prozessskalen gut verstanden. Für reale Wolken und für eine
Reihe von atmosphärischen Verschmutzungszuständen ist das Verständnis der mikro-
physikalischen Prozesse über die gesamte Wolkenstruktur jedoch noch mit grundle-
genden offenen Fragen verbunden. Flugzeugstudien haben die Aerosoleffekte auf
Wolken auf lokalen Skalen und für kurze Zeiträume genau gemessen. Satellitenun-
tersuchungen decken große Skalen über längere Zeiträume ab, jedoch mit begrenzter
Genauigkeit auf der Prozessebene, da sie oft nur die Wolkenoberseiten erfassen. Eine
Kombination aus beidem, heißt ein Prozessverständnis der Aerosol- und Wolkenmi-
krophysik auf großen geografischen Skalen über mehrere Jahre hinweg, ist für das
Verständnis des aktuellen Zustands und der künftigen Entwicklung des Klimasystems
von entscheidender Bedeutung.

In dieser Arbeit wurden In-situ-Aerosoldaten und hochauflösende Satellitenbeobach-
tungen über mehrere Jahre für die Atmosphäre über dem abgelegenen Amazonasre-
genwald kombiniert. Mit Hilfe von satellitenbasierten Profilen der Temperatur und
des effektiven Radius von Wolkentropfen wurden saisonale Veränderungen grund-
legender Wolkeneigenschaften aufgezeigt. Bei den Aerosol- und Wolkenparametern
wurde eine deutliche Saisonabhängigkeit festgestellt. Der Anteil der Aerosolpartikel,
die in Wolkentropfen aktiviert werden, war sowohl während der sauberen Regenzeit
als auch während der verschmutzten Trockenzeit hoch. Er war höher als in früheren
Studien erwartet. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass die Wolkenbildung im Amazonasgebiet
sowohl aerosol- als auch aufwindabhängig ist, und zwar nicht nur bei niedrigen Ae-
rosolkonzentrationen in der Regenzeit, sondern auch unter dem Einfluss von starkem
Biomasseverbrennungsrauch in der Trockenzeit. Unsere Ergebnisse geben Aufschluss
über die aerosolbedingten Veränderungen grundlegender Parameter tropischer Kon-
vektionswolken und deuten darauf hin, dass der Puffereffekt der aufwindbegrenzten
Tropfenaktivierung bei hohen Aerosolkonzentrationen geringer ist als erwartet.

Die Auswirkungen von Aerosolpartikeln auf die Wolkeneigenschaften sind nicht auf
die Wolkenbasis beschränkt, sondern umfassen die gesamte vertikale Wolkenstruk-
tur. Die saisonalen Muster in der vertikalen Wolkenstruktur wurden untersucht, in-
dem die verschiedenen mikrophysikalischen Zonen des Kondensationswachstums,
der Kollision und Koaleszenz, der sekundären Tropfenaktivierung, der gemischten
Phase aus Wasser- und Eispartikeln sowie der Eisphase aufgelöst wurden. Die verti-
kalen Profile des effektiven Radius von Wolkenpartikeln als Funktion der Tempera-
tur unterscheiden sich stark zwischen den aerosolarmen Bedingungen der Regenzeit
und der von Biomasseverbrennung und Rauch dominierten Trockenzeit. Die vertikale



Ausdehnung der mikrophysikalischen Wolkenzonen ist ebenfalls stark saisonabhän-
gig. Am stärksten ausgeprägt ist die Saisonabhängigkeit für die Zone des Konden-
sationswachstums, die in der Trockenzeit eine tiefere vertikale Ausdehung hat. Im
Gegensatz dazu spielt die sekundäre Aktivierungszone in der Regenzeit eine wichti-
gere Rolle. Diese Ergebnisse unterstreichen, dass die stark variierende Aerosolpopu-
lation im Amazonasgebiet tiefgreifende Auswirkungen auf die mikrophysikalischen
Prozesse im gesamten Vertikalprofil der konvektiven Wolken hat.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
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1.1 Aerosol particles and cloud condensation nuclei

Aerosols are commonly distinguished by their physical properties (size, shape, hy-
groscopicity), chemical composition or origin. All of them are intertwined with each
other in manifold ways. When classifying aerosols by size the aerosol particle size
distribution (PSD) is commonly split in 4 major modes (e.g. Pöschl, 2005; see Fig.
1.1). All of this modes often contain a maximum in their size range, but this is subject
to constant change and depends heavily on location, daytime, altitude, precipitation
and other environmental factors. When distinguishing aerosols by size, the particles
in the different modes often share a similar origin and therefore similar chemical
properties.

Figure 1.1: Illustration of the size range and a typical particle size distribution of atmospheric
aerosol particles, cloud droplets and precipitation (Pöschl et al.2005)

.

Starting from smallest to biggest the Nucleation mode covers the smallest aerosols
with lifetimes of only seconds to minutes at maximum before particles in this size
range accumulate to bigger particles, in this size range secondary aerosols are dom-
inant. Secondary aerosols particles (SAP) describes particles that form in the at-
mosphere from chemical compounds that react in the gas phase and form molecule
structures that eventually grow by further condensation of compounds into a solid
particle (e.g. Kulmala et al., 2001; Kulmala et al., 2004). The nucleation modes
often refers to particles < 10 nm.

Next follows the Aitken mode with a size range of up to 100 nm, this includes aged
secondary aerosols that grow by conglomeration, as well as soot and other combus-
tion products, like exhaust car emissions. Aitken mode particles typically do not get
activated to cloud droplets, but can participate in cloud formation under specific cir-
cumstances, for example when supersaturation is high at cloud base and secondary
activation above cloud base (e.g. Rosenfeld et al., 2002; Braga et al., 2021; Fan et al.,
2018b).
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Following next is the accumulation mode. It includes particles up to a size of 1000 nm.
In the Accumulation mode secondary particles stop growing quickly and form stable
conglomerations that don’t undergo more major changes. More primary aerosols are
found in this size range, as well as bio aerosols in the form of viruses. Aerosols in
this size range are chemically stable and their aerodynamic properties allow them
the longest airborne lifetime out of all the Aerosol size range, resulting in them being
numerically the biggest fraction of aerosols and play a decisive roe in cloud forma-
tion, with their ability to act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) (e.g. Williamson
et al., 2019; Andreae et al., 2018; Dusek et al., 2010). Convection within clouds can
transport this aerosols to the upper troposphere or even the stratosphere, where they
can have airborne lifetimes of several month up to years (Kristiansen et al., 2016).

Last is the Coarse mode which covers all aerosols > 1000 nm, Aerosols in this size
range are chemically most diverse and range from sea-spray, minerals, bio aerosols,
pollen, to non exhaust car emissions, like break dust and tyre wear. Their longevity
in the airborne state is limited by their size, but Coarse mode particle are the biggest
mass fraction out of all aerosols even though their number fraction is low. They
play an important roll in rain formation as giant aerosols, or ice formation, where
especially dust and bio aerosols act as ice nucleating particles (INP) (e.g. Schnell
and Vali, 1972; Spracklen and Heald, 2014; Tobo et al., 2013).

Aerosols are removed from the atmosphere in two ways either by wet or dry depo-
sition. Dry deposition means deposition by gravity and mostly effects large aerosols,
that do no longer experience enough aerodynamic drag compared to their gravi-
tational pull to stay airborne. Wet deposition on the other hand includes 2 major
mechanisms, direct and indirect wet deposition. Direct wet deposition includes CCN,
aerosols that activated to cloud droplets and deposit in form of precipitation, while
indirect wet deposition includes the aerosols that get collected by precipitation on
their way to the ground.

The interaction of aerosol particles with water vapor is described by the Köhler the-
ory (Köhler, 1936). It combines the curvature (Kelvin) effect describing the enhance-
ment of water vapor pressure above a curved particle surface, and the solute (Raoult)
effect accounting for water uptake by hygroscopic particle mass, which is often pa-
rameterized by the hygroscopicity parameter κ (Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007). The
maximum of the Köhler curve represents the critical supersaturation (Scrit) above
which a particle of a given composition and dry size (critical diameter, Dcrit) can
activate into cloud droplets:

Scrit =
D3

wet −D3
crit

D3
wet − (1 − κ)D3

crit

exp(
4σs/aMw

RTρwDwet

) . (1.1)

While Dwet is the wet diameter of the particle R is the Rainold number, σ is the sur-
face tension where typically the surface tension of water is used, and ρ is the density.
Dependent on the shape of the particle size distribution (PSD) in the atmosphere a
distinct cutoff particle diameter Dcrit(S,κ), assuming constant supersaturation and
hygroscopicity, exists. In reality the droplet activation is not an ideal step function,
due to different particle shapes and different aerosols composition (Pöhlker et al.,
2016). The CCN number concentration NCCN of, especially in the lower troposphere,
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has a profound influence on the microphysical processes in clouds, and consequently
on many aspects of weather and climate. These interactions have been summarized
in a number of review articles addressing in particular the effects of aerosols on
climate (e.g. Penner, 1994; Lohmann and Feichter, 2005) as well as on cloud pro-
cesses and precipitation (McFiggans et al., 2006; D Rosenfeld, 2006; Andreae and
Rosenfeld, 2008). Aerosol size distributions are typically described by a log normal
function according to Heintzenberg (1994):

fH (D) =
n

∑
i=1

Ci√
2π ln(σi)

exp

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
−
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ln ( D
Di
)

√
2 ln(σi)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

2⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
(1.2)

with Di as the mode mean geometric diameter, Ci as the integral particle number
concentration of the mode, and σi as the modal geometric standard deviation.

Aerosols that got activated as CCN at cloud base can be processed in clouds by ab-
sorption of soluble matter, chemical reactions or collision coalescence. In case the
processed aerosol is not removed from the atmosphere by wet deposition and the
droplet fully evaporates at cloud top or due to dry air entrainment the resulting cloud
processed aerosol particle increased in mass compared to their previous state. Could
processing shifts the size of processed particles to larger sizes, widening the accumu-
lation mode and leaving a gap between the aerosols to small to activate as CCN at
cloud base in the Aitken mode and the cloud processed aerosols in the accumulation
mode. The resulting characteristic gap between the Aitken and the accumulation
mode is called the Hoppel minimum (e.g. Hoppel et al., 1996; Krüger et al., 2014).
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1.2 Cloud microphysics

Coupled cumulus clouds are one of the most common clouds around the globe, as
well as over the amazon basin and have a significant impact on radiative forcing.
They form at the top of the planetary boundary layer (PBL) as a result of atmospheric
instabilities that allow air to rise above the PBL with increasing altitude the pressure
of the transported air parcel decreases the resulting expansion cooling reduces the
maximum partial pressure of water vapor in said air parcel resulting in an increase of
relative humidity. When the humidity increases above the maximum saturation the
water vapor starts to condense on present aerosols starting with the biggest, most
hydrophilic as described by Equation 1.1.

The amount of water vapor in the atmosphere is limited and particles at cloud base
’compete’ for the available water vapor. Consequently the supersaturation decrease
after reaching a maximum Smax at cloud base and particles with Scrit higher than
Smax shrink again above cloud base as a result to the reduced in-cloud supersatu-
ration . At approx. 100m above cloud base the number of droplets become stable
and droplets grow adiabatic. A second consequence of the limit of water vapor in
air is that the maximum supersaturation at cloud base Smax is generally higher in
clean conditions, compared to polluted conditions. This is called the Twomey effect
and it fundamentally influences cloud development and cloud properties (Twomey,
1959).The relation between droplet radius (rmax) at the maximum supersaturation,
the updraft (w) and the number concentration of droplets (Nd) is described by Pinsky
et al. (2012) using the following equation:

rmax = C
w

1
4

√
Nd

(1.3)

while C is constant for a specific temperature and density of the particles and water,
rmax = 3.28 µm for NCN= 100 cm−3 and rmax = |SI1.04 for a aerosol number concen-
tration NCN= 1000 cm−3 (Pinsky et al., 2012). The relation between particles and
cloud droplets is often estimated according to Pruppacher and Klett (1997):

Nd = NCNS
k (1.4)

while S is the supersaturation in the cloud and k depends on the particles size dis-
tribution. However the relation between activated droplets and total particles are
more accurate by taking into account the aerosol size distribution and the sensitiv-
ity of clouds to the particle load. Reutter et al. (2009) have shown that clouds are
most sensible to a change in aerosol load for low aerosol number concentrations and
high updraft (aerosol limited regime). Clouds are most sensitive to updraft for high
aerosol concentrations and low updraft (updraft limited regime). However, Pöhlker
et al. (2021) have shown, that also the shape of the aerosol size distribution can
plays a important role, in particular for low number concentrations of large parti-
cles. While the effect of κ again depends on the shape of the aerosol size distribution
and the total number concentration, which makes the system even more complex
(see Figure 1.2). Following it is useful to calculate droplet number concentrations
according to Pöhlker et al. (2021) using a bin resolved micro physical model based
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on equation 1.1 and 1.2 instead of using a simple approximation.

Figure 1.2: Figure adopted from Pöhlker et al. (2021). (a)–(c)Nd as a function of w andNCN
for κ = 0.7 (a) only accumulation mode, (b) particles equally distributed between Aitken
and accumulation mode, and (c) only Aitken mode. Color scale: NCN,acc is the number of
particles in the accumulation mode, black/white scale: Na,Ait the number of particles in the
Aitken mode. (d)–(f) Corresponding sensitivity of Nd to NCN ξ(NCN). Solid black lines show
contours of activated fraction of the accumulation mode (Fact,acc) and dashed grey lines show
contours of activated fraction of the Aitken mode (Fact,Ait)

.

The number concentration of natural aerosol sources is low enough that effect on
clouds is comparatively high. As described in Section 1.1 aerosol new particle for-
mation is a important source for anthropogenic pollution, but also depending on
preexisting particles (Stevens and Feingold, 2009). Following, a low anthropogenic
emissions have a larger effect on the aerosol number concentration. Carslaw et al.
(2013) show that also the radiative forcing is highest anthropogenic emissions and
in addition the uncertainty on modelling the current and future climate largely de-
pends on the uncertainty on understanding the aerosol sensitive cloud regime (1.3).
Note that the numbers for the forcing is related to a specific region and differs from
a global mean.

While the fundamental physics of the influence of added aerosol particles on Nd is
well described by established theory at the particle scale the effect is poorly inves-
tigated at the large-scale (hundreds of kilometres) [Quaas et al. (2020)). This is
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one aspect the work done in the scope of this PhD helps to understand the relation
between aerosols and clouds using experimental data on a regional scale.

Figure 1.3: Adopted from Carslaw et al. (2013), (a) addect of Anthropogenic emissions on
total aerosol and CCN number concentration, (b) effect of CCN cumber concentration on Nd,
(c) effect of Nd on rmax and with this on cloud albedo. (d) summarizes the effects shown in
a-c and show the effect of anthropogenic emissions on cloud albedo. (e) shows the related
forcing for a specific region and the effect of the error in modeling recent and future climate
for a small error in low aerosol regimes in green and blue for a bigger error in low aerosol
regimes

.

Aerosol not only influence the properties at cloud base, but also influence the cloud
evolution above cloud base (Derksen et al., 2009). At cloud base the maximum su-
persaturation marks the point in the cloud where water flux of excess water vapor
as a result of expansion cooling and surface area available for condensation are in
equilibrium. Above the level where the maximum supersaturation is reached the su-
persaturation drops again, because the growing droplets provide more than enough
surface area for continuous condensation. The continuous condensation in the cloud
constantly releases latent heat stabilizing the updraft in return, securing the supply
with humid air form the boundary layer (Rosenfeld and Lensky, 1998).

After activation the adiabatic droplet growth is characterized by a stable droplet num-
ber, a narrow droplet size distribution and constant droplet growth, because no new
droplet activation happens above the cloud base. It is called the condensation or
diffusion zone (see Fig. 1.4) and reaches from the cloud base to the height where
the median droplet size exceeds 14− 15 µm. At this size coalescence becomes the
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dominating microphysical process and droplets will merge into much bigger droplets
widening the droplet size distribution and reducing the total droplet number. Due
to the merging the median droplet size in the T-Re profile (temperature vs. effective
radius) in the coalescence zone growth faster than expected from adiabatic behav-
ior. In the coalescence zone droplets grow to a size that their aerodynamic drag is
lower than their gravitational pull leading to warm rain out (Rosenfeld and Lensky,
1998). Therefore the rain onset height typically correlates with the altitude of the
coalescence zone. In case a cloud shows warm rain-out, the surface available for
condensation at the top of the coalescence zone is strongly depleted, reducing up-
draft speeds, but also leading to a increase in supersaturation. This new surge of
supersaturation at higher altitude can exceed the maximum supersaturation at cloud
base, enabling new activation of droplets that couldn’t be activated at cloud base or
got entrained into the cloud above the cloud base (Fan et al., 2018a; Khain et al.,
2012): This effect is mainly investigated in theory and by models and is contend of
this PhD by using satellite data in combination with field measurements and models.

Figure 1.4: Figure adopted from Rosenfeld and Lensky (1998), Conceptual diagram of the
microphysical zones in convective clouds the vertical evolution of the effective radius with
the Temperature.

Clouds do not rain out and rise up to temperatures below −10 °C, ice formation starts.
The onset of ice formation largely defence on the availability of particles that can act
as ice nuclei (INP) and differs for different regions e.g. Baustian et al., 2012; Hoose
et al., 2010). Biologic and dust particles are known to effectively act as INP and
following the INP concentration is larger over the continent in comparison to the
ocean (e.g. Kunert et al., 2019). As soon as INP initiate the formation of ice crystals
the cloud consists of liquid supercooled droplets and ice crystals. This zone is called
mix phase zone. The ICE activation initiate an additional updraft and ice crystals can
take up water from droplets and not from the gas phase only (Bergeron-Findeisen-
Prozess). A large number of small droplets can suppress the rain out in the mix phase
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zone and lead to heavy weather (Fan et al., 2018a). On the other hand, enhancement
of coalescence in supercooled droplets can enhance the ice precipitation processes.
The larger drops freeze faster and at warmer temperatures (Bigg, 1953), and grow
faster by riming than drops of comparable mass would have grown by coalescence
(Braham, 1964; Johnson, 1987; Pinsky and Khain, 1998) Clouds raising up to −35 °C
start to glaciate also without INP because homogeneous freezing of droplets appears
at this temperature. Ice clouds and the effect of INP on clouds and the effect of
secondary ice formation is a large field which is not scope of this PhD and therefore
only mentioned shortly at this point.

The amount of factors that influence cloud development and behavior make clouds
still the biggest contributor to overall uncertainties in global modelling. In addition
to the aerosol effect on clouds, clouds are influenced by meteorological parameters
like pressure, humidity, temperature, radiation, as well as big and small scale dy-
namic movement (Lohmann, 2017). However, the effect of aerosols on clouds is
still the largest uncertainty (Forster et al., 2021), because these large scale atmo-
spheric systems are well understood and models yields have a high degree of ac-
curacy. Therefore separating aerosol and meteorological influence is not the right
approach to quantify cloud radiative effects (Lohmann, 2017). Aerosol effects on
clouds influence global circulation systems and the thermodynamic and radiative en-
ergy budgets on local and global scale (Rosenfeld et al., 2014a).

The high number of independent parameters on cloud properties make cloud ob-
servation especially challenging and limits detailed cloud studies in time and scale,
consequently large scale analysis are limited by the accessibility and accuracy of large
scale satellite measurements. Satellite measurements of Aerosol properties are lack-
ing in detail compared the meteorological measurements. It is not possible to receive
information about the chemical or size composition of aerosols via satellite, while
the aerosol concentration can be inferred from the Aerosol optical depth (AOD), the
uncertainty of the aerosol concentration be as high as one order of magnitude (e.g.
Shinozuka et al., 2009; Andreae, 2009; Colarco et al., 2010). The uncertainty is
especially large at low aerosol concentrations, when the aerosol influence on clouds
is most prominent. The limited aerosol information from satellite remote sensing is
propagated in the unclear influence of clouds in global radiative forcing (Lohmann,
2017). Therefore, satellite investigations of clouds are combined with ground based
aerosol observations in the scope of this PhD.
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1.3 Aerosols and clouds in the Amazon rain forest

The Amazon Basin is one of the view regions on our polluted planed where pris-
tine aerosol conditions can be fined frequently during the wet season (Pöhlker et al.,
2018, Hamilton et al., 2014). The understanding of pristine aerosole condition is
essential to understand aerosles also in a polluted region (Hamilton, 2015). The
Amazon is also a region with massive deforestation and high aerosol pollution re-
lated to Biomass Burning in the dray season. The unique rain forest ecosystem and
the intense and large-scale (re)circulation of water between biosphere and atmo-
sphere make the Amazon rain forest to a natural laboratory to study the life cycle
of shallow and deep convective clouds and the effect of different aerosol on convec-
tive clouds (e.g., Andreae et al., 2004; Freud et al., 2008; Rosenfeld et al., 2016;
Wendisch et al., 2016; Braga et al., 2017). Not only the aerosole emissions, but also
the changes in land cover, e.g., conversion of forest to pasture, alter the amount and
type of clouds (e.g., Heiblum et al., 2014; Avissar et al., 2002; Davidson et al., 2012;
Machado et al., 2018). This in turn changes local and regional circulation and rainfall
patterns, and consequently deforestation has been predicted to reduce the potential
for hydropower generation in the Amazon This effect and the water and carbon cy-
cle in the Amazon is well described by Andreae et al. (2015). FISCH et al. (1998)
present a general description of Amazonian climate, pointing out the paleoclimate,
the characteristics of rainfall and field observations of atmospheric phenomena. Mo-
lion (1993), studying the large scale and mesoscale circulations in Amazonia depicts
the following main convective mechanisms acting in Amazonia: diurnal convection,
squall lines and the organized convective systems associated with the penetration of
cold fronts from the South that interact with tropical convection.

To explore the atmospheric processes is this unique ecosystem, such as aerosol–cloud
interactions, the Amazon Tall Tower Observatory (ATTO) was established in 2010/11
(Andreae et al., 2015). ATTO has been set up in a pristine rain forest region in the
central Amazon Basin, about 150km northeast of the city of Manaus. Two 80m tow-
ers have been operated at the site since 2012, and a 325m tower since 2015. Dur-
ing the wet season, ATTO receives comparatively clear air masses of marine origin
from the northeast that travel over mostly untouched rain forest, whereas during the
dry season strongly polluted air masses are advected from the southeast, originating
from numerous fires in the Amazon’s arc of deforestation (Pöhlker et al., 2019). De-
tailed information on characteristic differences in the atmosphere for the contrasting
wet and dry season conditions at ATTO can be found in a number of studies (e.g.,
Nölscher et al., 2016; Pöhlker et al., 2016; Moran-Zuloaga et al., 2018; Saturno
et al., 2017). However, Holanda et al. (2020), shows that also Biomass Burning
blooms from Africa entering the Amazonian atmosphere and get entrained. Figure
1.5 shows the frequency of pristine conditions at ATTO and the effect on aerosol
and cloud properties, with lowest aerosol emissions and for lowest anthropogenic
activities and largest effective radius.

Strong forest fires lead to reduction of cloud droplet size and the delay of precipi-
tation onset from 1.5 above cloud base in pristine clouds to more than 5 in polluted
clouds and more than 7 in pyro-clouds is presented by Andreae et al. (2004), mea-
sured by aircraft. Cecchini et al. (2017), show that NCN is the primary driver for the
vertical profiles of effective diameter and droplet concentration in the warm phase
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Figure 1.5: Figure from Pöhlker et al. (2018). (a) The appearance of pristine aerosol con-
ditions at the Amazon Tall Tower Observatory (ATTO) calculated from black carbon and CO
data, the different color symbolised different methods for detecting the pristine aerosol con-
ditions. (b) Aerosol and CCN number concentrations measured at ATTO, and (c) effective
radius for different cloud top temperatures.

of Amazonian convective clouds, while w have a modulating role in the latter and
in total condensed water, this work was done by aircraft measurements. Rosenfeld
et al. (2016) demonstrated, that also satellite data can be used to investigate aerosol
cloud interactions and CCN on a microphysical scale. However, systematic analysis
of the relation between aerosols and clouds on a large scale using ling term aerosol
observations and satellite data is missing, the results summarized above are based
on short term aircraft campaign. Therefore in the scope of this PhD aerosol cloud
interactions are investigated in the Amazon using satellite and long term ATTO data,
to achieve a large scale.
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1.4 Research objectives and thesis outline

In the scope of this PhD the aerosol cloud interactions at cloud base and on the
development of convective clouds was investigated on a regional scale for a long
time combining in-situ measurements at ATTO and satellite data.

The satellite retrievals of cloud properties were performed using the Visible Infrared
Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) passive sensor, onboard the Suomi National Po-
larorbiting Partnership (NPP) satellite. The VIIRS sensor has a very high spatial res-
olution of 375m at the nadir in five optical channels which enable the observation of
clouds in different development states and obtaining a T-re profile (Figure 1.4 shows
a theoretical T-re profile) (Efraim et al., 2022b; Rosenfeld et al. (2014c); Rosenfeld
et al. (2014b)). Satellite remote sensing allows to measure the median droplet size
over the temperature profile of clouds in an investigated area. Assuming that clouds
at different development states have comparable properties at the same altitude it is
possible to create a representative T-re profile for the given area. Treating the cloud
as a adiabatic chamber with a continuous updraft it is possible to use the droplet
growth rate over temperature to fit an adiabatic curve. The pressure at cloud base
can be calculated from the delta of the cloud base temperature and the average air
temperature at ground level. This enables the possibility to recalculate the CCN num-
ber concentration at cloud base, with the limitation that only the part of the cloud
that behaves adiabatic can be considered.

Being able to generate conclusive T-re profiles allows to get better understanding
of in cloud microphysical processes and helps to specify aerosol influence on con-
vective clouds at cloud base and even at higher altitude. This research is done in
order to help reducing the high uncertainty that aerosol cloud interactions introduce
in global climate models and subsequently global radiative forcing. Investigation
aerosol, cloud interactions by satellites only, are limited to large particles using the
aerosol optical depth (AOD) or the aerosol index (AI) (Shinozuka et al., 2009; An-
dreae, 2009; Colarco et al., 2010). Direct optical measurements like AOD need a
clear, cloud free sky to measure the aerosol load and the interpretation of the re-
sults needs additional context in form of regional average aerosol size distribution or
the average chemical composition of the aerosols in the investigated region, both of
which can vary significant on a annual or diurnal basis. Using T-Re profiles received
by satellite remote sensing it is possible to achieve the same spacial and temporal res-
olution than with direct optical aerosol measurements, but with the benefit of only
taking the aerosols into account that interact with clouds and actively take part in the
cloud forming processes as CCN. This method has its own limitations but it bypasses
a lot of uncertainty factors that can not be eliminated in directly analyzing the optical
properties of atmospheric aerosol.

In order to determine the viability of T-Re profiles a comparison with long therm
data at ATTO was conducted. The ATTO side offered strong arguments to be cho-
sen as a test site for this task. The proximity of the ATTO to the equator reduces
the correction needed for solar and viewing angles, the central Amazon basin does
not feature any major or abrupt elevation changes, which could influence The T-Re
method negatively by introducing terrain forced updrafts that can not be accounted
for in this method. The homogeneous background provided by the dense vegetation
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also increases contrast against the clouds reducing the difficulty to determine cloud
base heights. All this factors combined render ATTO to be ideal for satellite remote
sensing all year round. But not only the environmental factors at ATTO are ideal for
remote sensing, it is also one of the view places in the world where aerosol num-
ber concentrations get so low that droplet activation at cloud base is purely aerosol
limited during the wet season. This are conditions where cloud properties are most
sensitive to aerosol concentrations and therefore accurate measurements are most
important. Combining well documented and well established long therm ground
measurements of aerosol, with ideal conditions for satellite remote sensing meth-
ods ATTO offers a worldwide unique opportunity to systematically investigate and
validate T-Re profiles as an option to improve the understanding of aerosol cloud
interactions globally.

Models suggested that a secondary cloud droplet activation is taking place at alti-
tudes way above cloud base when war rain-out is occurring. T-Re profiles offered
the possibility for better insight into vertical cloud development and the microphys-
ical processes at deeper cloud levels. Secondary activation above cloud base in the
amazon, was detected and investigated over a long time and regional scale first time
in the scope if this PhD. T-Re profiles were found to allow a more detailed look into
cloud microphysics and vertical development of clouds on a macro scale. The ver-
tical development of the median droplet radius defines distinct microphysical zones
within coupled cumulus clouds. The detection of this microphysical zones can be
atomized enabling large scale or in the case of this study long therm investigation of
seasonal trends and influences in cloud development.

This more detailed information is vital to interpret and understand the overall influ-
ence aerosols have on cloud development at cloud base and beyond. The long therm
studies also emphasized that the strong seasonality of aerosol load and distribution
is not crucial for basic cloud parameters like cloud base height and temperature,
but instead is essential for in cloud developments and microphysics, resulting in dis-
tinct seasonal differences in the microphysic cloud structure and subsequently cloud
longevity, liquid water content, rain onset height, ice fraction and radiative properties
of coupled clouds over the amazon.
This dissertation is based on four publications while two are focused on the theoret-
ical background and the methods used and two are concentrated on the application
of the method:

1. Satellite-Based Detection of Secondary Droplet Activation in Convective Clouds. A
new approach of analyzing and interpreting the vertical cloud microstructure
obtained by satellite remote sensing is presented. Spectral bin microphysics
adiabatic parcel model was used to interpreted T-re profiles. The classification
of different cloud microphysical zones includes the (a) condensational growth
of droplets, (b) growth by coalescence, (c) rain-out, (d) secondary droplet acti-
vation zone (SAZ), (e) mixed-phase of ice particles and water droplets, and (f)
glaciation of the cloud. The detection of the SAZ is introduced here for the first
time and is strongest for low aerosol load and highly depends on the aerosol
size distribution at cloud base. This method allows to identify the activation of
aerosol particles above cloud base and their role in invigorating deep convective
clouds. This was demonstrated using case studies of aerosol size distributions
and cloud profiles from ATTO.
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2. Satellite-based detection of secondary droplet activation during condensational
growth in convective clouds. This study concentrates on highly polluted clouds,
where the secondary activation appears already in the condensational growth
zone before collision calescence. A method detecting SAZ for highly polluted
clouds is proposed by spectral bin microphysics adiabatic parcel model runs.
The SAZ in the condensational growth zone results in an overestimation of Nd

at cloud base and is used in the application of the method as a filter of data not
been used for scientific analysis. The method is based on the model; however,
case studies using aerosol size distribution from ATTO and cloud profiles from
the satellite was used to evaluate the method.

3. High aerosol sensitivity of Amazonian clouds throughout the seasons. The paper
presents the long-term effect of aerosol on clouds using tree years aerosol data
from ATTO in combination with cloud properties retreated from satellite. A
clear seasonality was observed in aerosol and cloud properties which well cor-
relates, a remarkably high fraction of aerosol particles acts as CCN in clouds
also in the highly polluted dry season, this is higher than expected from prior
studies. The cloud formation in the Amazon is both, aerosol- and updraft-
sensitive, not just in the predominately low aerosol abundance during the wet
season, as previously assumed, but also in the dry season with heavy biomass
burning smoke present. Our findings shed light on the aerosol-driven changes
in fundamental parameters of tropical convective clouds and suggest that the
buffering effect of updraft limited droplet activation at high aerosol concentra-
tions is weaker than expected.

4. Cloud Microphysical Zones in the Amazon. The effect of aerosols on clouds are
not limited to cloud base. This study shows the effect of aerosols on the ver-
tical evolution of clouds using long-term data of aerosol properties measured
at ATTO and cloud microphysical structure from satellite. hase. The vertical
profiles of the effective radius of cloud particles as a function of temperature
differ strongly between the low aerosol conditions during the wet season and
the biomass burning smoke dominated dry season. Also the vertical depth of
the cloud microphysical zones is strongly seasonal. The condensational growth
zone is much deeper in the dry than in the wet season and the secondary activa-
tion zone plays a more significant role in the wet season. My findings underline
the profound effects of aerosol population in the Amazon microphysical pro-
cesses and vertical profiles of convective clouds.
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2.1 Satellite-based detection of secondary droplet ac-
tivation in convective clouds
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background

The effects of aerosols on clouds and climate are among the largest uncertainties in the assessment and modeling 
of climate change (IPCC,  2013,  2021). The investigation of aerosols and clouds using remote sensing tech-
niques allows global monitoring and analysis of aerosol-cloud interactions (e.g., Bréon et al., 2002; Grosvenor 
et al., 2018; Rosenfeld et al., 2016; Rosenfeld and Lensky, 1998). A main challenge, however, is to investigate 
aerosol and cloud properties at an accuracy that suffices to quantify the response of cloud microstructure and the 
corresponding radiative effects to aerosol perturbations. Aerosols serving as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) 
determine the droplet number concentration (Nd) at cloud base for a given cloud base updraft speed (wb), and 

Abstract We present a new approach of analyzing and interpreting vertical profiles of cloud microstructure 
obtained by satellite remote sensing. The method is based on a spectral bin microphysics adiabatic parcel model 
and aims to elucidate the effects of aerosols on the evolution of convective clouds and related microphysical 
processes, including the activation of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), the growth of cloud droplets, and the 
formation of precipitation. Characteristic features in the vertical profiles of effective radius (re) and temperature 
(T) reveal different microphysical zones in convective clouds related to the change increase of re with 
decreasing T. The classification of the different microphysical zones includes the (a) condensational growth of 
droplets, (b) growth by coalescence, (c) rainout, (d) secondary droplet activation zone (SAZ), (e) mixed-phase 
of ice particles and water droplets, and (f) glaciation of the cloud. The detection of the SAZ is introduced here 
for the first time. This method allows us to identify the activation of aerosol particles above cloud base and their 
role in the invigoration of deep convective clouds.

Plain Language Summary Using satellite remote sensing, we can obtain the vertical profiles of 
cloud microphysical processes in developed clouds. In this study, we present a new way of analyzing these 
profiles and understand the different processes that cloud droplets undergo during the development of the cloud. 
These processes include the turning of aerosols into cloud droplets, and the droplets' coalescence into rain 
drops. The change of droplets' size with height, as obtained by the satellite, reflect the different microphysical 
processes inside the cloud. While expecting the droplets to grow with height, a decrease of the droplets size 
suggests either rainout of the larger droplets from the cloud; or creation of small new droplets at much greater 
heights than the cloud base, where they are usually created. Those processes can be related to the extent of 
decrease of cloud drop size with height. The detection of new droplet formation above the cloud base with 
satellite is introduced here for the first time and it allows to understand this microphysical process and its effect 
of the development of the clouds and precipitation.
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subsequently dominate the cloud microphysical and precipitation processes. The impact of fine (d < 1 μm) and 
ultrafine (d < 0.1 μm) aerosol particles (UAP) on deep convective clouds can be substantial through the following 
two mechanisms:

1.  Suppression of warm rain: For a given updraft speed, polluted conditions with high CCN number concen-
trations (NCCN) lead to the formation of clouds with high Nd and small re at cloud base (Twomey, 1977). In 
such conditions, collision and coalescence processes are inhibited, thus delaying the droplets' growth into rain 
drops (Gunn and Phillips, 1957; Squires, 1958). Hence, extra latent heat is caused by the air parcels' ability to 
hold more liquid water content (LWC). This increases the updraft speed and maintains the clouds at a higher 
altitude. When postponing the rain initiation while the cloud continues to grow vertically, the cloud droplets 
are transported to above the zero-isotherm and freeze into ice hydrometeors (Braga et al., 2017). As a result, 
latent heat of freezing is released and increases the buoyancy, causing an invigoration of the cloud toward the 
tropopause, where it spreads aside into wide anvils (Rosenfeld, Lohmann, et al., 2008).

2.  Invigoration by activation of droplets above cloud base: This is typically found in clean air masses with rela-
tively low NCCN, which result in large re and a corresponding high coalescence efficiency. The drop coales-
cence reduces the integrated droplets' surface area, which reduces the condensation rate. As a result, the 
supersaturation (S) increases to the point where it exceeds the S at cloud base allowing activation of CCN with 
high critical S (typically UAP) that were not activated at cloud base. The activation of particles into cloud 
droplets high above the cloud base releases additional latent heat, increases the buoyancy, and invigorates the 
clouds (Fan et al., 2018; Khain et al., 2012).

The invigoration caused by these mechanisms creates larger and colder anvils (Fan et al., 2013; Pan et al., 2021), 
which may emit less longwave radiation to space and thus creates a positive radiative forcing and warms the Earth 
(Cotton et al., 2011; Slingo & Slingo, 1988). In addition, the evaporation of tiny ice crystals from these high 
anvils is likely to enrich the upper troposphere with water vapor, which is a strong greenhouse gas and thus likely 
to increase the positive radiative forcing.

Aerosol optical depth (AOD) has been extensively used as a proxy for NCCN (Feingold et  al.,  2001; Quaas 
et  al.,  2009). The Aerosol Index (AI), which is the product of AOD and Angström exponent (Nakajima 
et al., 2001), provides a better estimation for NCCN. However, Shinozuka et al. (2015), showed that such optically 
retrieved NCCN could vary by an order of magnitude compared to the directly measured NCCN. Furthermore, the 
satellite-retrieved AOD and AI become insensitive to NCCN < 150 cm −3 due to the small signal-to-noise ratio. 
This threshold varies greatly depending on the size of the CCN and their activation supersaturation (Shinozuka 
et al., 2015).

The Nd can also be retrieved based on the vertical evolution of re in the growing convective towers. This approach 
relies on the remarkable aircraft observations, which show that re increases with height above cloud base almost 
as if the clouds were adiabatic, despite the fact that the cloud LWC is mostly smaller than adiabatic (Freud 
et al., 2011). This pattern is caused by the nearly inhomogeneous mixing behavior of the convective clouds with 
the ambient air. Based on in-cloud aircraft measurements, Freud et al. (2011) showed that the cloud base Nd could 
be approximated by dividing the adiabatic LWC by the mass of a single droplet having an adiabatic re. Since 
both, re and cloud top temperature, can be retrieved by satellites, Nd could be calculated based on the assumption 
of adiabatic re and LWC (Rosenfeld, Fischman, et al., 2014; Rosenfeld, Liu, et al., 2014). The adiabatic LWC as 
a function of temperature can be calculated based on the retrieved cloud base temperature and pressure (Freud 
et al., 2011). The knowledge of the cloud base height above the surface, Hb, also allows estimating wb, which can 
be obtained as wb = 0.9Hb, with Hb in km, and wb in ms −1 (Zheng and Rosenfeld, 2015). The cloud base maximum 
S (Smax) can be calculated based on Nd and wb (Pinsky et al., 2012). The Nd is then by definition NCCN(S). All these 
considerations were combined by Rosenfeld et al. (2016) into a satellite methodology to retrieve cloud base Nd 
and S, which further yields NCCN(S) with an accuracy of ±30%.

However, Nd and NCCN can be retrieved from vertical T-re profiles only as long as condensation dominates the 
cloud droplets' growth (i.e., for re  <  14  μm). Drop coalescence increases dre/dT beyond the condensational 
growth rate. Rosenfeld and Lensky (1998) provided a conceptual model of the vertical evolution of T-re in deep 
convective clouds. They hypothesized that a stabilization or moderation of re, that is, dre/dT ≈ 0, after exceed-
ing a threshold of approximately 14 μm was considered as resulting from rainout of the larger drops from the 
cloud. The appearance of ice particles increases the re further because ice particles are typically much larger than 
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water drops in the same mixed-phase clouds. Eventually the cloud reaches 
a full glaciation, where the indicated re reaches a maximum. Rosenfeld and 
Lensky (1998) used the T-re profile to partition the clouds into five vertical 
microphysical zones as shown in Figure 1: (a) Diffusion and condensational 
growth (in short “condensation”); (b) coalescence growth; (c) rainout; (d) 
mixed phase; (e) glaciated cloud.

1.2. Secondary Activation Zone

The T-re conceptual model from Rosenfeld and Lensky (1998) in Figure 1, 
is based on the assumption of CCN activation into cloud droplets at cloud 
base. It does not consider the new activation of droplets in the course of cloud 
growth. The activation of particles into cloud droplets high above cloud base 
is referred to as secondary activation, as opposed to the primary activation 
of droplets at cloud base. Secondary activation can occur above cloud base 
in two ways: (a) The droplet coalescence reduces the integrated droplets' 

surface area available for condensation, which reduces the condensation rate. As a result, S might exceed the 
Smax at cloud base allowing inactivated UAP from the cloud base to nucleate into cloud droplets; (b) Additional 
entrained particles from the lateral and/or top boundaries of the cloud that can be activated even at the existing 
S at that level. Both ways will result in a reduction of the observed re with decreasing T due to the nucleation 
of small new droplets in the environment of coalesced droplets. This has been validated with several in-cloud 
penetration aircraft campaigns (Bera et al., 2022; Braga et al., 2017; Paluch and Baumgardner, 1989; Paluch and 
Knight, 1984; Prabha et al., 2011; Warner, 1969). The vertical microphysical zone where these processes occur 
is defined here as the "secondary activation zone" (SAZ). Clouds with enough latent heat left after warm rainout 
to keep the air parcel rising and which include a sufficient number of CCN can form a SAZ. The new droplets' 
formation releases enough latent heat to keep the cloud growing, increasing its longevity and height.

In this study, we describe an updated method to identify the microphysical zones of convective clouds based on 
T-re profiles, taking the SAZ into account. We used a spectral bin microphysics adiabatic parcel model to simulate 
the Nd, S, and the rain water fraction (RWF) profiles for four aerosol size distribution (ASD) and aerosol number 
concentrations below cloud base. The ASD and the simulated cloud properties are described in Section  3.1. 
Then, an application of the modeled cloud properties and their effect on the shape of the T-re profile is described 
in Section 3.2, and the effect of real measured ASD on two satellite retrieved T-re case studies is described in 
Section 3.3.

2. Methods
2.1. Model Description

In this study, we used an adiabatic cloud parcel model to describe the properties of convective clouds. The 
modeling was possible due to the inherent characteristic of re in convective clouds caused by the inhomogene-
ous nature of turbulent mixing at the cloud edges (Rosenfeld et al., 2016). The model is a spectral bin adiabatic 
parcel model developed by Pinsky and Khain (2002). This parcel model explicitly describes the cloud particle 
spectrum evolution using a moving mass grid containing 2000 mass bins, allowing effects on droplet collisions. 
The model describes the processes of aerosol particle growth, particle activation into cloud droplets, the vertical 
evolution of the cloud microstructure and precipitation-forming processes in the water phase (T > −10°C). The 
aerosol particles are considered as spherical NaCl particles to ensure compatibility with the model construction. 
The effect of different chemical compositions and hygroscopicity on cloud microphysics and ASD is beyond 
the scope of this study and has been addressed instead in Braga et al. (2021) and Pöhlker et al. (2021). Braga 
et al. (2017) have shown that the vertical evolution of the re measured by cloud probes generally agrees well with 
the theoretical re driven by the adiabatic growth of droplets through water condensation. When re exceeds 14 μm, 
coagulation and coalescence processes start to dominate. The coagulation process of cloud drops is calculated as 
proposed by Pinsky et al. (2001), who describe this process by solving stochastic collision equations according 
to Bott (1997). The coagulation of droplets is calculated after the initial condensational growth of particles. The 
drop-drop collision efficiency is calculated for each set of droplet masses allocated to the same parcel. Although 

Figure 1. Conceptual diagram of the microphysical zones in convective 
clouds based on the vertical evolution of the T-re relationships as developed in 
(Rosenfeld & Lensky, 1998), here adopted from (Rosenfeld, 2018).
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the model is very detailed, and strives to describe the basic physical processes, by considering only basic cloud 
properties while simplifying or ignoring additional environmental factors, the resulting microphysical processes 
may vary from real cloud behavior. This is discussed in Section 4.

2.2. Satellite T-re Retrieval

The satellite retrievals of cloud properties for the case studies described in this study were performed using the 
Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) passive sensor, onboard the Suomi National Polar-orbiting 
Partnership (NPP) satellite. The VIIRS sensor has a very high spatial resolution of 375 m at the nadir in five 
optical channels for detailed spectral information (Rosenfeld, Fischman, et al., 2014; Rosenfeld, Liu, et al., 2014). 
High spatial resolution is required to resolve the vertical structure of convective clouds. At lower resolution only 
the largest individual convective clouds can be resolved, thus missing the fine structure required to detect the SAZ. 
A snapshot of the T-re profile of a cloud cluster provides the same information as obtained by tracking a single 
convective cloud throughout its vertical evolution (Arakawa and Schubert., 1974; Lensky and Rosenfeld, 2006). 
It is also assumed that re in the cloud top pixel has the same value as in more developed clouds at the same height, 
as long as precipitation does not fall through that level (Freud et al., 2008; Rosenfeld and Lensky, 1998). These 
assumptions enable to infer vertical T-re development of clouds in a two-dimensional spatial image. Moreover, to 
reduce the data distortion, the satellite zenith angle of the clouds has to be between 30° and −20°, and the solar 
zenith angle of the clouds has to be below 65°. The wavelengths used to retrieve the T-re profile include 3.7 and 
10.8 μm (Rosenfeld, Fischman, et al., 2014; Rosenfeld, Liu, et al., 2014). This method assumes retrieval of water 
drops. However, ice particles are much larger than the droplets in the clouds, in which they are formed. They 
absorb more strongly the solar radiation at the 3.7 μm band. Thus, the satellite retrieved re of ice particles appear 
larger than the same size water drops. Therefore, a very large re at supercooled temperature usually indicates the 
existence of ice in the cloud.

A designated software produces an RGB display that highlights the cloud microphysics and T and re retrievals 
in each pixel. On the basis of this display, cloud scenes of interest are manually sampled to avoid or minimize 
obstruction by multilayer or semi-transparent clouds that can disrupt the retrieved T-re. A cloud mask algorithm, 
introduced by Zhu et al. (2014), filters out the partially filled cloudy pixels due to measurement errors in such 
pixels. The specific re values for each pixel are sorted by the detected temperature for each pixel into 1°C sized 
bins (i.e., 9.5–10.5°C in the 10°C bin etc.). Then, the 30-percentile median for all re values within one bin is 
calculated resulting in a continuous vertical cloud profile of re as a function of T (Rosenfeld et al., 2016). The 
effect of aerosols on the T-re profile is mostly reflects in the growing clouds, rather than mature dissipating 
clouds. Thus, the use of the 30-percentile median is meant to capture the clouds in their growing phase (Lensky 
and Rosenfeld, 2006; Rosenfeld, Woodley, et al., 2008). Multilayer clouds are identified by a lack of continuity in 
the T-re profiles. Therefore, this methodology is not valid for non-convective clouds or scenes obscured by multi-
layer clouds. The uncertainties of satellite-retrieved re and T are approximately 8% and 0.2–1.1°C, respectively 
(Rosenfeld et al., 2016). Although, the importance of those uncertainties is reduced because the method described 
in this study is examining the relative change of re with T and not the absolute values. T-re profiles retrieved in vari-
ous locations show similar results for similar environments (e.g., Huang et al., 2022; Lensky and Rosenfeld, 2006; 
Rosenfeld, 2007; Rosenfeld, Woodley, et al., 2008) implying the robustness of T-re retrievals and the fact that this 
method can be applied worldwide, in any meteorology and for any convective clouds as long as a valid unperturbed 
T-re profile is retrieved. This study analyzes the satellite retrieved T-re profiles by an automatic algorithm to detect 
the different microphysical zones. The entire description of the algorithm is described in Section 3.2.

2.3. Aerosol Observations at the Amazon Tall Tower Observatory

The Amazon Tall Tower Observatory (ATTO, 2020) is located in the central Amazon Basin (2.145°S, 59.004°W 
at 130  m above sea level). It monitors fundamental climatic and atmospheric parameters in a vast region of 
pristine rainforest. Some of the meteorological measurements at ATTO include temperatures, wind profiles, 
and precipitation (Andreae et  al.,  2015). These parameters were used to determine the coupling state of the 
clouds scenes and to choose case studies where the air parcel that was sampled at ATTO fed the cloud that 
was sampled by the satellite. For each of the case studies described in Section 3.3, an ASD was measured by a 
Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS, TSI Inc.) connected to an inlet line with 60 m height at an 80 m tall 
mast (Franco et al., 2022). An overview of the atmospheric, geographic, and ecological conditions, as well as 
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commonly encountered air masses, can be found, for example, in Artaxo et al. (2013), Andreae et al. (2015), and 
Pöhlker  et al. (2019). Characteristic aerosol and CCN conditions at ATTO have been described in recent studies 
(e.g., Moran-Zuloaga et al., 2018; Pöhlker et al., 2016, 2018).

3. Results
3.1. Simulations of Cloud Microphysical Properties

This section discusses the vertical T-re profiles of convective clouds using the parcel model with various initial-
ization values. The simulations were performed for four ASD measured in subsaturated conditions (Braga 
et al., 2021; Pöhlker et al., 2021) as shown in Figure 2a. The data and initial thermodynamic conditions for the 
simulations, such as pressure, temperature, relative humidity, and height were collected below cloud bases of 
convective clouds during flight AC19 of the ACRIDICON-CHUVA campaign (Wendisch et al., 2016). The ASD 
include three monomodal ASD and one bimodal ASD that simulates a Hoppel minimum. The Hoppel minimum 
is a size separation gap between two size modes, which usually indicates the size of the smallest particles that can 

Figure 2. Simulations of cloud properties for four different aerosol size distributions (ASD) and total particle number 
concentrations (Na). Panel A shows the four ASD including the cases (1) very clean unimodal (blue) with Na = 144 cm −3, 
monomodal size distribution, with accumulation mode only; (2) clean unimodal (green) with Na = 289 cm −3, monomodal 
size distribution, with accumulation mode only; (3) clean bimodal (red) with Na = 647 cm −3, bimodal size distribution, the 
same number of accumulation mode particles as clean unimodal and additional Aitken mode particles; (4) polluted (black) 
with Na = 1,408 cm −3, wide monomodal size distribution, with mostly accumulation mode reaching into the Aitken mode. 
The polluted ASD is truncated at 200 nm to prevent early warm rain initiation by enhanced coalescence. Panel B shows the 
simulated Nd with decreasing T. Panel C shows the vertical rain water fraction (RWF) profile. RWF is defined as the ratio 
between rain water content to total water content, where drops with a diameter >50 μm are considered raindrops. Due to the 
lack of significant activation of new droplet in the very clean unimodal and clean unimodal cases (shown in Figure 3), RWF 
jumps to unity when the smallest drops grow beyond the threshold of 50 μm. In reality, the drop size distribution is wider, and 
therefore, there would not be such a sharp jump. In addition, clouds that completely rainout cannot develop due to a lack of 
condensation and buoyancy. The model forces the cloud to grow beyond this point in order to compare clouds profiles with 
and without significant new activation. Panel D shows the vertical profile of supersaturation over water.

Section 2.1 – Satellite-based detection of secondary droplet activation ∣ 25
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serve as CCN for the given thermodynamical conditions due to cloud processing (Hoppel and Frick, 1986; Hudson 
et al., 2015). The two size modes are the Aitken mode, with particles smaller than the Hoppel minimum (from 
approximately 10 to 70 nm), and the accumulation mode, which includes the larger ones (from approximately 70 
to 200 nm) (Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998). The three monomodal ASD have only an accumulation mode for different 
aerosol number concentrations (cases: very clean unimodal, clean unimodal, and polluted) and the bimodal ASD 
has Aitken and accumulation modes (case: clean bimodal). Even though observations show no warm rain for simi-
larly polluted cases (Braga et al., 2017), the model still simulates rain due to its construction. Therefore, to prevent 
or at least delay the initiation of warm rain by nucleation of large droplets and enhanced coalescence, the polluted 
ASD is truncated at 200 nm and lacks particles larger than this threshold. The comparison of the polluted ASD 
with and without the truncation is illustrated in the supplements (Figure S1). The increase of updraft speed with 
height is assumed to be linear with a constant acceleration of 0.9 ms −1 km −1. These are typical velocities found 
near the base of convective clouds (Zheng and Rosenfeld, 2015). The aerosol spectra and the respective vertical 
profiles of cloud properties for each ASD case are presented in Figure 2, the droplet size distribution (DSD) for 
each T bin is presented in Figure 3 and the corresponding T-re profiles from the model runs are shown in Figure 4.

The number of activated drops at cloud base is mostly influenced by accumulation mode particles, which are 
activated first (Pöhlker et al., 2016, 2018). As can be seen in Figure 2b, Nd at cloud base is almost equal to the Na 
for the very clean unimodal and clean unimodal cases, while for the clean bimodal and polluted cases, Nd at cloud 
base is much smaller than the total Na, meaning that a large fraction of the particles was not activated at cloud base. 
The inactivated particles are activated aloft when S exceeds Smax at a higher altitude (Figure 2d). Figure 3 shows 
the DSD in each T bin, colored by the number concentration of each size bin. For all four ASDs an increase of 
droplet concentration appears above the cloud base. However, the number concertation of activated droplets above 
cloud base in the very clean unimodal and clean unimodal cases is of at least two orders of magnitude lower than 
in the clean bimodal and polluted cases. The ratio of the number of activated droplets with respect to the number 
of eliminated large drops in the clean bimodal and polluted cases is much larger, which means a much more signif-
icant SAZ. This is noticeable in the increasing drop concentration with decreasing T for those cases (Figure 2b). 
In addition, Figure 3 shows the conversion of cloud droplets into raindrops which populate the larger size bins.

RWF is defined as the ratio between the rain water content (d > 50 μm) and the total water content (Figure 2c). 
RWF starts to increase as coalescence start and to decrease as the rain drops precipitate from the cloud parcel. 
This process takes place when the terminal velocity of raindrops is larger than the updraft speed within the cloud 
parcel. When the SAZ is negligible (very clean unimodal and clean unimodal cases) RWF increases with decreas-
ing T up to unity when the smallest drops grow beyond the threshold of 50 μm. In reality, the drop size distribu-
tion would be wider, and therefore, there would not be such a sharp jump. In addition, clouds that completely rain 
out cannot develop higher due to a lack of condensation and buoyancy. In this study, the model forces the cloud 
to grow beyond this point to illustrate how secondary activation changes the T-re profile compared to the alterna-
tive that is rarely realized in nature. The height for the onset of rain formation above the cloud base (RWF > 0) 
increases for increasing Nd at cloud base (Figures 2c and 3). This is consistent with the delayed coalescence at 
greater Nd due to slower droplet growth with height. The Nd starts to decrease sharply at the temperature of rain 
initiation, as the coalescence merges many cloud droplets into fewer raindrops. For simulations in which Nd starts 
to increase above cloud base (clean bimodal and polluted) the existence of a significant SAZ is identified. This 
occurs at the height where S exceeds the Smax at the cloud base. In these cases, a considerable amount of aerosol 
particles that were not activated into droplets near the cloud base are activated at the larger S aloft. This is valid 
for these model runs since the model does not include entrainment of additional aerosol particles. However, in 
nature, the origin of these particles is not necessarily inactivated aerosols from the cloud base, but they could also 
be from the surroundings, for which S does not have to exceed Smax. The significant activation of the new droplets 
in these cases replenishes the cloud water content; therefore, RWF values do not go up to 1.

3.2. Detection of Microphysical Zones Based on Modeled T-re Profiles

Different microphysical processes determine the shape of the T-re profiles of convective clouds. These processes 
were investigated using the model results described in Section 3.1. Figure 4 shows the T-re profiles of the four 
simulated clouds with varying shapes and colors representing the different microphysical zones. The gray lines in 
the background of the plot are the theoretical adiabatic re curves under the assumption of condensational growth 
for different cloud base Nd. The adiabatic curves are calculated based on the adiabatic LWC and the correspond-
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ing development of re. The adiabatic LWC is computed using an adiabatic parcel model that rises from the cloud 
base temperature and pressure obtained from reanalysis (Rosenfeld et  al.,  2016). The deviations between the 
actual and the theoretic adiabatic T-re profiles define the dominant microphysical zones, as follows:

1.  Condensation: The first zone after droplets nucleation at cloud base (red lines in Figure 4). The re growth is 
similar to an adiabatic re curve originating at cloud base. Therefore, the T-re line is nearly parallel to the back-
ground T-re curve with the same cloud base Nd. During the condensational growth phase, no rain is expected, 
and thus, no rain was modeled.

2.  Adiabatic growth: There are cases where the T-re growth continues adiabatically well beyond the re threshold of 
rain initiation, which is commonly recognized near 14 μm (e.g., Rosenfeld et al., 2006). Beyond this threshold, 
the microphysical zone can no longer be defined as dominantly condensational since coalescence has become 
very efficient and likely plays a significant role here as well. Accordingly, the continuation of the adiabatic 
increase in re beyond 14 μm is defined as adiabatic growth here (orange lines in Figure 4) to be differentiated 
from the condensational growth. Such behavior may result from strong updrafts, where there is not enough time 
to form rain in the fast-rising parcels.

Figure 3. The droplet size distribution (DSD) in each T bin, colored by the number concentration of each size bin, for the four model runs presented in Figure 2. It is 
inferred from this figure that SAZ occurs in all four ASD. However, in Panel A and B (very clean unimodal and clean unimodal cases) the number concentration of 
activated droplets above cloud base is at least two orders of magnitude lower than the clean bimodal and polluted cases shown in panels C and D. Therefore, the ratio 
of droplets activation to large drops elimination in the clean bimodal and polluted cases is larger, which means a much more significant SAZ. This causes an increase in 
drop concentration with deceasing T (Figure 2b). It is also shown here that the rain initiation is higher for cases with higher initial Nd.

Section 2.1 – Satellite-based detection of secondary droplet activation ∣ 27
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3.  Coalescence: Drop coalescence increases the cloud drop size due to the 
drops merging. Therefore, a growth rate of re that exceeds the adiabatic 
growth rate marks the coalescence zone (green lines in Figure 4). The 
model shows the initiation of rain (Figure 2c) at the bottom of the coales-
cence zone. Consequently, Nd sharply reduces.

4.  Rainout: Moderation of the growth rate of re with decreasing T above 
the coalescence zone indicates rainout of the larger raindrops from the 
cloud parcel/top (cyan lines in Figure 4).

5.  Secondary activation zone: A significant activation of new droplets 
after the occurrence of coalescence and/or rainout is indicated by nega-
tive dre/dT (blue lines in Figure 4).

Figure 4 shows that the microphysical zones are distinguished from each 
other by the shape of the T-re profiles. In all the four cloud simulations, 
the condensational part of the cloud (marked by red lines) behaves adia-
batically and follows the theoretical adiabatic curves, depending on the 
Na of each case. Then, the coalescence that comes after the adiabatic part 
indicates the cloud droplets' transition to raindrops. The depth of rain initi-
ation (Dr, in meters above cloud base) is linearly correlated with Nd at 
cloud base, according to Dr ∼ 4 · Nd (Freud & Rosenfeld, 2012; Konwar 
et al., 2012). For example, in the very clean unimodal case, re increases 
fastest with decreasing T and reaches rain initiation at the warmest T. The 
maximum conversion rate of cloud into raindrops (maximum rainout, 
marked by the thick cyan dashed line) occurs at approximately 12°C. For 
cases with higher initial Nd, the temperature of rain initiation (marked by 
the dashed black line) and maximum rainout occur at colder temperatures 
(see Figures 2–4). Coalescence and precipitation lead to a strong reduction 
in the droplets' integrated surface area, causing limitations to the conden-
sation rate. This increases S with decreasing T. In the clean and very clean 
unimodal cases, which have an accumulation mode only, all the aerosols 
get activated at cloud base, as seen in Figure 2b. The cloud droplets are 

larger, and their precipitation causes only a slight decrease of dre/dT, which remains positive. However, in the 
clean bimodal and polluted cases, the significant amount of Aitken mode particles that were not activated at 
cloud base get activated above cloud base because of the increase of S beyond Smax at cloud base. This results 
in a decrease of re with decreasing T (SAZ, marked by the blue lines). Such a pattern is observed due to the 
relative increase of the newly activated small droplet concentrations in the cloud parcel. This signature in 
T-re profiles is not observed in the negligible secondary droplet activation above cloud base (see very clean 
unimodal and clean unimodal cases), because very little to no aerosols are left available for nucleation even at 
the very large S values aloft. Since the updraft in the model is forced to a linear increase of 0.9 ms −1 km −1, the 
cloud continues to grow vertically, leading to regrowth of re due to the ongoing coalescence of the remaining 
cloud droplets. As mentioned above, in nature, clouds with no new activation will rainout almost completely. 
They will reach very high S, but due to a lack of condensational heating, they will not develop any further. 
The practical impact of these results is to document the occurrence of secondary droplet activation well 
above the base of convective clouds with warm rain. The negative dre/dT in the modeled T-re profile indicates 
the secondary activation of aerosols that were not activated at cloud base and implies that the SAZ can be 
detected by remote sensing. Nevertheless, the appearance of SAZ in nature is not necessarily connected to 
inactivated Aitken mode particles. It could also be caused by the entrainment of aerosols of any size that can 
be activated even at S below Smax.

3.3. Detection of Microphysical Zones Based on Satellite T-re Profiles

There are unique relationships between the microphysical zones and their manifestation in the T-re profiles. 
Accordingly, satellite-retrieved T-re profiles can be used to infer microphysical zones, including the newly defined 

Figure 4. T-re profiles of the four cloud simulations presented Figure 2, 
color-coded by different microphysical zones based on the growth rate of 
re with decreasing T. The thin gray dashed lines in the background are the 
theoretical adiabatic curves. The red lines are the condensational growth 
phase. The orange lines mark the adiabatic growth. The green lines mark 
the coalescence growth. The cyan lines mark the rainout, and the blue lines 
mark the secondary activation zone (SAZ). The thick dashed black, cyan 
and blue lines indicate the rain onset, maximum rainout, and the SAZ onset, 
respectively.
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SAZ. Two cloud scenes close to ATTO were used as case studies to investigate and demonstrate the applicability 
of satellite T-re profiles. Cloud scene A (red polygon in Figure 5a) is a cumulonimbus cloud that was taken within 
approximately 69 km from the ATTO site during the wet season (26 February 2018 at 17:22 UTC). This season 
is characterized by relatively low CCN concentrations (Pöhlker et al., 2016). The retrieved Nd is 307 cm −3 and 
cloud base height is 818 m, as estimated by the lifting condensation level. The first two points of this T-re profile 
are semi-transparent cloud pixels that might cause a distortion of the retrieval and are considered as ground 
contamination. The 1-hr average ASD before the satellite overpass (Figure 5b) clearly shows a Hoppel minimum 
at 88 nm. The number of activated particles at cloud base (Figure 5b) is equal to Nd. Accumulating the Nd largest 
particles on the ASD yields the smallest diameter to be activated, that is, the critical diameter. In this case the crit-
ical diameter is 91 nm. This result suggests that the activated particles at cloud base are accumulation mode parti-
cles down to that threshold. The SAZ is clearly identified above the coalescence zone at the 8°C isotherm. The 
activation of either remaining Aitken mode particles from cloud base and/or entrained aerosols at higher levels, 
causes a reduction of re with decreasing T. The new droplets are added to the preexisting large cloud drops under-
going coalescence, which leads to a renewed growth of re with decreasing T above the 0°C isotherm. This means 
that the coalescence microphysical zone is again dominant there. The rapid growth of re toward colder subzero 
temperatures can also be interpreted as a mixed phase of liquid and ice and eventually full glaciation of the cloud 
(Rosenfeld and Lensky, 1998). Cloud scene B (red polygon Figure 5d) is a cluster of cumulus congestus clouds 
that was taken within approximately 26 km from ATTO during the dry season (14 September 2017 at 17:27 
UTC), which is characterized by relatively high concentrations of CCN (Pöhlker et al., 2016). The retrieved Nd 
for the dry season case is 1,372 cm −3 and the cloud base height is 1,359 m. The 1-hr average ASD (Figure 5e) of 
this case is unimodal with an inflection point instead of a clear Hoppel minimum. Thus, the separation of modes 
is less clear in comparison with Cloud scene A. Higher Nd at cloud base with smaller re (compared to Cloud scene 
A), decrease the condensational growth rate of droplets with decreasing T and strongly suppress the coalescence 

Figure 5. Satellite retrieved T-re profiles of exemplary cloud scenes during the Amazonian wet and dry seasons close to the ATTO region, color-coded by different 
microphysical zones (panels A and D); and the 1-hr average ASD before the satellite overpass of each case study as measured by the SMPS on the ATTO mast (Panels 
B and E). Panels C and F show the true-color satellite image of each case. The ATTO location is marked by a star and the sampled cloud scene by the red polygon.
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processes, therefore a SAZ signature is not identified. At the 2°C isotherm, the re becomes sufficiently large for 
the coalescence process to dominate up to the cloud's top.

4. Discussion
The SAZ signature allows us to identify a significant occurrence of new droplets nucleation above the cloud base. 
The origins of the particles on which the new droplets are formed can either be Aitken mode particles that were 
not activated at cloud base or entrained particles of all size aloft. In the first case, S aloft has to exceed the Smax 
near cloud base. A stronger SAZ, which means lower −dre/dT, can imply an increased nucleation of smaller drop-
lets, hence a greater latent heat release that increases the buoyancy. A deeper SAZ means that the top of the SAZ 
reaches lower temperatures. It can imply a deeper layer of aerosol activation above cloud base; thus the latent 
heat release occurs higher in the cloud. Increased buoyancy due to enhanced and/or higher occurrence of latent 
heat release leads to cloud invigoration. The invigoration of deep convective clouds may also lead to enhanced 
lightning activity (Thornton et al., 2017; Yuan et al., 2011).

As mentioned in Section 2.2, the parcel model is limited to cloud processes in the water phase only (T > −10°C). 
However, satellite retrieved cloud scenes can be more vertically developed than represented in the model, growing 
well above the −10°C isotherm (see Cloud scene A). The rapid growth of re above the subzero temperatures indi-
cates a mixed phase of ice and water particles. At a maximum threshold re of 40 μm and/or temperatures colder 
than −38°C, the ice phase is dominant, and the cloud is considered fully glaciated (Rosenfeld and Lensky, 1998). 
As mentioned in Section 3.1, another limitation of the model compared to observations is manifested in the 
polluted case. For example, cloud scene B compared to the modeled polluted case: Both cases represent highly 
polluted situations with high CCN concentration at cloud base. The parcel model initiates coalescence and warm 
rain at the 5°C isotherm and later on allows secondary activation, even with the truncation of the larger particles. 
However, in nature this does not happen in such polluted situations. Andreae et al. (2004), Rosenfeld, Fischman, 
et al. (2014), Rosenfeld, Liu, et al. (2014) and Braga et al. (2017) showed in different aircraft campaigns in deep 
tropical convective clouds that, when the air is highly polluted, the coalescence zone is mostly delayed to the 
mixed-phase zone or suppressed altogether. As can be seen in Cloud scene B, the coalescence is much weaker 
and leads into the beginning of the mixed phased zone with no secondary activation. Whether the origins of the 
particles are from the cloud base or entrainment aloft, the SAZ described in this study requires a large S, which is 
caused by the preceding coalescence. With that being said, in some cases secondary nucleation of droplets might 
also occur before coalescence dominates, during the condensational growth of the cloud. It might happen either 
due to entrainment, or in highly polluted clouds that are updraft limited. In those clouds the Smax at the cloud base 
is rather small due to the activation of many particles. When the updraft increases with height to the extent that 
S exceeds the Smax at cloud base, a SAZ might occur even during the condensational growth phase. This type of 
SAZ differs from the SAZ discussed in this paper and will be addressed in a subsequent study.

Figure 6 shows the updated conceptual T-re model with the addition of the line of SAZ for clean and polluted 
clouds. The clean state (blue and cyan lines) is characterized by low aerosol concentration, thus the re increases 
rapidly above cloud base. The coalescence process is enhanced and leads to early warm rain. In the case where the 
cloud approaches supercooled temperatures and ice particles start to form, the observed re increases sharply with 
height until all droplets have frozen and re is stabilized. The cloud is then considered fully glaciated. The coales-
cence and rainout decrease the integrated surface area available for condensation, thus S increases. High S allows 
activation of additional cloud droplets if additional CCN are available, either from cloud base or entrained from 
aloft. In nature, clouds that undergo significant coalescence and/or warm rainout almost always experience SAZ 
(blue line). Otherwise, clouds would have difficulty developing further, due to the high S and a lack of sufficient 
condensational latent heating (cyan line).

In the polluted case (black line), there is a larger number of CCN at cloud base. That leads to a small rate of 
increase of re with height and suppression of the coalescence process. If the coalescence is suppressed up to the 
freezing level, rainout and SAZ will not appear on the T-re profile.
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5. Summary
A method to identify the occurrence of secondary activation of droplets above deep convective cloud bases 
by satellite measurements was introduced in this paper. The earlier T-re conceptual model by Rosenfeld and 
Lensky (1998) assumes CCN activation into cloud droplets at cloud base. Thus, a stabilization or moderation of 
re after exceeding a threshold of approximately 14 μm with decreasing T was considered as resulting from rainout 
of the larger drops from the cloud. However, considering additional nucleation of droplets above cloud base, in 
the present study the moderation or inversion of dre/dT is ascribed to the existence of a significant secondary 
drop activation zone (SAZ). When pronounced coalescence and warm rain forming processes dominate during 
the cloud vertical growth, the droplets' integrated surface area is reduced. The reduction of the water surface 
area available for condensation decreases the condensation rate and increases the supersaturation to high values 
beyond the maximum supersaturation at cloud base. As a result, particles within the cloud parcel that could 
not be activated at cloud base due to their lower critical supersaturation are activated aloft. If the rate of large 
drops elimination is lower than the rate of new droplets activation, there is a decrease of re with decreasing T 
and increasing height. The origins of the newly activated particles can be either UAP from the cloud base and/or 
entrained particles aloft from the boundaries of the clouds.

The method presented in this study is an updated version of the previous conceptual T-re model. The detection 
of SAZ signature on a T-re profile, is introduced here for the first time. This conceptual model was demonstrated 
with adiabatic parcel model simulations for different scenarios of aerosol concentrations and size distributions. 
The SAZ signature was also observed in satellite-retrieved T-re profiles. The possibility to apply this methodology 
to satellite retrieved T-re profiles allows a detailed analysis of cloud microphysics in large areas and over long 
periods of time. This will increase the understanding of cloud-aerosol interactions at the micro and macro scale. 
The occurrence of the SAZ signature has climatic importance in shaping cloud microstructure aloft and a possible 
propagation to cloud radiative forcing.

Figure 6. An updated conceptual diagram of the microphysical zones for clean and polluted clouds based on the vertical 
evolution of the T-re relationships including the secondary activation of droplets above cloud base. The clean cloud (blue and 
cyan lines) has low Nd and large re at cloud base. The enhanced coalescence leads to early warm rain. When the cloud reaches 
the subzero temperatures and start to glaciate, re is increased sharply with height. The coalescence and rainout decrease the 
integrated surface area available for condensation. The increased S allows activation of additional available CCN into cloud 
droplets. In nature, clouds with significant coalescence and/or warm rainout usually experience SAZ (blue line). Otherwise, 
clouds would have difficulty developing further, because of the high S and a lack of sufficient condensational latent heating 
(cyan line). The polluted case (black line) is characterized by larger Nd and a smaller re at cloud base. Suppression of the 
coalescence process occurs. If the suppression is all the way up to the freezing level, rainout and SAZ will not appear on the 
T-re profile.
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Abstract 

By acting as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), aerosol particles play a key role in the climate system. The CCN can 

be activated into cloud droplets at the base of the cloud (primary activation), or above it (secondary activation). 

This study shows the conditions for the secondary aerosol activation (SA) into cloud drops above the cloud base, 25 

where the condensational growth dominates, and proposes a methodology for detecting the SA. Using a spectral 

bin adiabatic parcel model, we simulate the vertical profile of cloud microphysical properties and the effects of 

different aerosol size distributions and updraft velocities on the SA. We demonstrate that the SA decreases the 

cloud drop effective radius (re) with increasing height and decreasing temperature (T) due to the relatively larger 

population of smaller droplets in the cloud parcel. The SA causes re to grow with decreasing T at a less than 30 

adiabatic rate. Satellite retrievals were used to calculate the adiabatic cloud drop number concentrations (Nd) in 

convective clouds over the Amazon Tall Tower Observatory (ATTO) region. The retrievals were validated against 

in-situ aerosol particle number concentration data obtained at ATTO. The findings of this study can be used for 

satellite detection of SA in convective clouds, where the retrieved Nd is overestimated since the growth is no 

longer adiabatic. This contributes to clarifying the role of aerosol particles in the microphysics, dynamics, and 35 

precipitation behavior of convective clouds. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The impacts of aerosols on clouds and climate are among the most significant uncertainties in the assessment 

and modeling of climate change (IPCC, 2013, 2021). Remote sensing techniques for studying aerosols and clouds 40 

allow worldwide monitoring and analysis of aerosol-cloud interactions (e.g., Rosenfeld and Lensky, 1998; Bréon 

et al., 2002; Rosenfeld et al., 2016; Grosvenor et al., 2018). Yet, it has remained a major challenge to analyze 

aerosol and cloud characteristics with sufficient precision to quantify how cloud microstructure and the 

associated radiative properties respond to aerosol perturbations. 

The number concentration of cloud droplets (Nd) at the cloud base mainly depends on the activation spectrum of 45 

the aerosol particles that serve as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) as a function of supersaturation (S) (Köhler, 

1936; Twomey, 1959). The S rises when an air parcel is steadily cooled below the dew point due to existing cloud 

base updraft (wb). When S reaches a critical value (Sc) that is characteristic for the properties of a given CCN, it is 

activated and grows into a droplet. As S increases, further activation of droplets occurs, and the already activated 

CCN continue to grow. Consequently, water vapor is removed by condensation at a steadily increasing rate, 50 

resulting in a slowing of the increase of S until the effect of condensation balances the growth of S due to the 

cooling. Under the assumption of a fixed wb, the maximum S at the cloud base (Smax) is reached within a small 

distance (a few to tens of meters) above the cloud base (Twomey, 1959; Rogers & Yau, 1996). Above the level of 

Smax, the existing droplets continue to grow, S starts to decrease, and no further CCN are activated. The Nd at the 

cloud base will then be determined by the number of activated NCCN where Sc ≤ Smax (Twomey, 1959).  55 

Aerosol optical depth (AOD) has been widely used as a proxy for NCCN (Feingold et al., 2001; Andreae, 2009; 

Quaas et al., 2009). The Aerosol Index (AI), which is the product of AOD and Ångström exponent (Nakajima et al. 

2001), provides an even better estimation for NCCN. However, Shinozuka et al. (2015) showed that such optically 

retrieved NCCN might differ by an order of magnitude from the directly measured NCCN. Additionally, the optical 

signal of aerosols used for satellite-retrieved AOD and AI decreases below the discernible level for NCCN < 150 cm-60 

3. This threshold varies greatly depending on the size of the CCN and their activation supersaturation (Shinozuka 

et al., 2015). 

Another method for remote retrieval of Nd and NCCN in growing convective towers is based on the growth of 

cloud drop effective radius (re) with height or decreasing temperature (T). This approach relies on aircraft 

observations showing that the measured re in different cloud depths above the cloud base increases almost as if 65 

the clouds were adiabatic. However, the cloud liquid water content (LWC) is mostly smaller than adiabatic state 

(Freud et al., 2011, Braga et al., 2017). This pattern is caused by the nearly inhomogeneous mixing behavior 

of the convective clouds with the ambient air. Freud et al. (2011) showed that the cloud base Nd could be 

approximated by the ratio of adiabatic LWC (LWCa) to the mass of a single droplet (Mdroplet) with an adiabatic re. 

Rosenfeld et al. (2014a) demonstrated that the T-re profiles can be retrieved by satellites and thus provide the 70 

capability of calculating the adiabatic Nd based on the assumption of adiabatic re and LWCa. Using the cloud base 

height (Hb), wb can be approximated based on the empirical relation wb = 0.9Hb, where Hb is in km and wb is in 

ms−1 (Zheng and Rosenfeld, 2015). Then, the estimated Nd and wb are used to calculate Smax (Pinsky et al., 2012), 
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where Nd is, by definition, NCCN at Smax. Rosenfeld et al. (2016) combined all these considerations into a method to 

retrieve cloud base Nd and Smax by satellite, which is essentially the NCCN(S), with an accuracy of ±30%. 75 

However, as pointed out earlier, Nd and NCCN can only be retrieved from vertical T-re profiles as long as the re 

behaves adiabatically. The layers of the cloud where re is nearly adiabatic are where the condensation process 

dominates the cloud droplets' growth (i.e., for re < 14 μm (Rosenfeld et al., 2006)). This occurs above the level of 

Smax close to the cloud base and below the level where the coalescence process dominates. Droplet coalescence 

increases the growth rate of re with decreasing T beyond the adiabatic condensational growth rate; thus, the T-re 80 

is not adiabatic anymore. The condensation phase of the cloud and its role in the calculation of Nd will be further 

described in Section 1.3. 

 

1.2 Secondary Activation Zone  

The process of activating cloud droplets well above the cloud base (above the height of Smax) is referred to herein 85 

as secondary activation, as opposed to the primary activation of droplets at the cloud base. Secondary activation 

might occur in two ways: 

(1) When entrained particles from the cloud’s lateral and/or top boundaries get activated as their characteristic 

Sc is lower than the actual S they experience in the cloud, which is smaller than Smax. 

(2) When S above cloud base exceeds the Smax. This can occur either when droplet coalescence reduces the 90 

integrated droplets' surface area available for condensation, which decreases the condensation rate and 

increases S, or when there is an increase in the w, which increases S due to a higher cooling rate. As a result, 

particles, which were not activated at the cloud base because their Sc was greater than Smax, can now be 

activated into cloud droplets at this elevated S. 

Both mechanisms will reduce the observed re with decreasing T, compared to its increase rate with decreasing T, 95 

due to the activation of tiny new droplets in the environment of large existing droplets, as shown by several in-

cloud aircraft campaigns (Warner 1969; Paluch and Knight, 1984; Paluch and Baumgardner, 1989; Prabha et al., 

2011; Braga et al., 2017; Bera et al., 2022). The secondary activation process might have an important impact on 

climate. The released latent heat from the activation of the new cloud droplets above the cloud base increases 

the buoyancy and further invigorates the cloud towards the tropopause (Khain et al., 2012; Fan et al., 2018). This 100 

invigoration may lead to more extensive and colder anvils in the form of cirrus clouds (Fan et al., 2013, Pan et al., 

2021). These clouds efficiently absorb outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) and marginally reflect the incoming 

sunlight (Stephen et al., 1990). Therefore, during the day they might not have a large albedo, but they do absorb 

most of the OLR during day and night, eventually resulting in a positive radiative forcing and warming effect 

(Slingo & Slingo, 1988; Cotton et al., 2011). Moreover, the evaporation of ice crystals from these anvils may 105 

enrich the upper troposphere with water vapor, a strong greenhouse gas. Therefore, it will likely strengthen the 

positive radiative forcing. 

The vertical microphysical zone in the cloud where secondary activation occurs is defined as the "secondary 

activation zone" (SAZ). Efraim et al. (2022) presented a method to identify the post-coalescence SAZ along with 
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other microphysical zones from satellite observations. This method analyses the T-re profile and divides the cloud 110 

into different microphysical zones based on the growth rate of re with decreasing T (dre/dT) (Fig. 1):  

(1) condensational growth - re growth rate is similar to an adiabatic re curve originating at the cloud base;  

(2) coalescence - the growth rate of re exceeds the adiabatic growth rate;  

(3) rainout - a moderation of the growth rate of re;  

(4) secondary activation – a negative growth rate of re;  115 

(5) mixed-phase of ice and water – a rapid regrowth of re above the subzero temperatures; and  

(6) glaciation – where the indicated re reaches a maximum threshold of 40 µm and/or temperatures colder 

than -38 °C. 

The SAZ signature in the T-re profile, where a negative dre/dT occurs, indicates the presence of a significant 

number of smaller droplets aloft either due to activation of CCN particles from the cloud base or entrainment of 120 

CCN particles from the cloud boundaries. Figure 1 shows a conceptual T-re profile and the microphysical zones 

for clouds in low (clean) and high (polluted) aerosol concentrations regimes.  In the clean clouds, Nd is relatively 

low, and re is large at the cloud base. The existence of initially large droplets enhances the probability of droplet 

collision and coalescence process, which decreases the integrated surface area available for condensation. As a 

result, S increases, and allows activation of more CCN with higher Sc into cloud droplets. In nature, clouds with 125 

significant coalescence and rainout experience secondary activation if there are sufficient unactivated CCN in the 

cloud parcel (blue line). Otherwise, clouds that have not undergone any orographic or mechanical lifting or do 

not have the thermodynamic conditions, would have difficulty developing further because of the high S and a 

lack of sufficient condensational latent heating (cyan line). The polluted cloud (black line) has a larger Nd and a 

smaller re at the cloud base. In such conditions, the coalescence process is inhibited and delays the droplets' 130 

growth into raindrops (Gunn and Phillips, 1957; Squires, 1958). When this process is suppressed up to the 

freezing level; the warm rainout and secondary activation will not appear in the T-re profile. 
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Figure 1. Conceptual diagram of the microphysical zones in convective clouds in low (clean - blue and cyan lines) and high 135 

(polluted – black line) aerosol concentration regimes based on the vertical evolution of the effective radius (re) with 

decreasing T. Adapted from Efraim et al., 2022. 

Model runs have shown that activation of new droplets above the cloud base may occur after coalescence in 

both clean and polluted clouds (Efraim et al., 2022). The ratio between the droplet activation and the large drop 

elimination due to precipitation has to be high for the SAZ to be significant and the Nd increase to be noticeable, 140 

meaning more droplets will activate during the secondary activation above the cloud base than being eliminated 

due to precipitation. 

However, an increase in updraft (w) above the cloud base may promote secondary activation also when the 

condensational growth takes place, even before the coalescence process dominates. This can occur when the 

cooling rate, dictated by the w, increases S to the extent that S exceeds Smax near the cloud base, where the 145 

condensational growth is still dominant. The effect of secondary activation of droplets during the condensational 

growth phase will be described in the following section. 

Hereafter, the microphysical zone in the cloud where secondary activation during the condensational growth 

occurs is referred to as SAZcond, and the secondary activation of droplets above the coalescence phase is indicated 

as SAZcoal. 150 

 

1.3 Secondary activation during the condensational growth phase, SAZcond  

Additional condensation of water vapor above the level of Smax leads to a growth of the existing cloud droplets, 

i.e., condensational growth. This process further increases the integrated droplet surface area, decreases S, and 
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usually prevents the activation of additional cloud droplets above that level (Rosenfeld, 2018). The LWCa is 155 

divided over the single droplet mass of the existing cloud droplets (Mdroplet), causing the Nd to remain relatively 

constant with height. This is valid as long as the cloud is adiabatic and there is no droplet evaporation or 

activation of new CCN particles (Rosenfeld, 2018). Therefore, a linear relationship of LWCa-Mdroplet ratio would 

mean an adiabatic part of the cloud. The adiabatic condensational growth phase is then determined by the most 

consecutive linear points of the LWCa-Mdroplet ratio. This linear part should also be close to the cloud base and 160 

pass through the origin, because when LWCa is zero, there are no droplets. Figure 2 illustrates the LWCa [g/kg] as 

a function of Mdroplet [µg] for each temperature bin. The LWCa is calculated based on the retrieved cloud base 

pressure and temperature and increases up to the cloud top (Freud et al., 2011). Assuming the droplets are 

spherical, the Mdroplet is calculated by the product of the droplet volume and the water density. The droplet 

volume calculation uses the mean-volume radius, rv, where 𝑟𝑣 =
𝑟𝑒

1.08
 in the adiabatic part (Freud et al., 2011). As 165 

long as the LWCa-Mdroplet ratio remains linear, the adiabaticity is preserved. This means that the LWCa is divided 

equally between the existing cloud base Nd without losing or gaining droplets. If this ratio is no longer linear, it 

can either mean droplet coalescence, where Mdroplet increase beyond adiabaticity; precipitation, where Mdroplet 

decreases due to the removal of raindrops and remaining tiny drops; or activation of new cloud droplets, which 

also decreases Mdroplet. 170 

As mentioned above, Nd is calculated based on the linear LWCa-Mdroplet ratio. Any deviation from adiabaticity due 

to SAZcond in the defined linear part may cause an overestimation in the retrieval of cloud base Nd. This will be 

further discussed in Section 4. Another impact of SAZcond is the suppression of warm rain due to the activation of 

tiny cloud droplets that inhibits the collision and coalescence processes and delay the droplets' growth into 

raindrops. In addition, several studies suggested, based on aircraft and satellite measurements, that warm rain 175 

formation requires a cloud with re larger than 13-14 μm (Rosenfeld and Gutman, 1994; Gerber, 1996; Pinsky and 

Khain, 2002; VanZanten et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2008; Prabha et al., 2011; Konwar et al., 2012; Freud and 

Rosenfeld, 2012). The occurrence of SAZcond results in a smaller re close to the cloud base, thus suppressing warm 

rain formation and being prone to invigorate the cloud. This will be described by the model and with aircraft 

validations in Section 3.1 and Section 4, respectively. 180 
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Figure 2. Illustration of the adiabatic LWC (LWCa [g/kg]) over droplet mass (Mdroplet [µg]). The data was derived from a sample 

case study over the Amazon from March 23rd, 2017. Each point represents the calculated LWCa and Mdroplet for each 

temperature bin. The LWCa is calculated based on the cloud base pressure and temperature, and the Mdroplet is based on the 

mean-volume radius (rv), where 𝑟𝑣 =
𝑟𝑒

1.08
 in the adiabatic part. The red points and the green fit line mark the part where the 185 

LWCa-Mdroplet ratio is most linear and passes through (0,0). These are the adiabatic points by which the Nd at the cloud base is 

calculated. Any deviation or noise in the defined adiabatic points may cause a bias in retrieving the cloud base Nd. 

This study describes the physical principle of secondary activation of droplets during the condensational growth 

of convective clouds. For this purpose, a spectral bin microphysics adiabatic parcel model was used to simulate 

the re, Nd, w, and S profiles with decreasing T for different aerosol size distribution (ASD) and w schemes. In 190 

addition, a method to detect SAZcond from satellite is presented, and the impact of SAZcond on the satellite 

retrieval of Nd is discussed. The simulated cloud properties are described in Section 3.1. Case studies with and 

without a detectable SAZcond on satellite retrieved T-re and discussion are described in Section 3.2 and Section 4, 

respectively. 

 195 

2 Methods 

2.1 Model Description 

The model used in this study is the spectral bin adiabatic parcel model developed by Pinsky and Khain (2002), 

which describes the cloud microphysical properties of convective clouds. It does so by explicitly calculating the 

particle spectrum evolution using a moving mass grid containing 2000 mass bins and allowing effects on droplet 200 
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collisions. The model also calculates the processes of aerosol growth, their activity as CCN, the vertical evolution 

of cloud microstructure, and precipitation-forming processes in the water phase (temperatures warmer than -10 

°C). The initialization conditions are ASD, thermodynamic properties from measurements performed over the 

Amazon Forest, and prescribed w schemes. The aerosol particles are considered spherical NaCl particles to 

ensure compatibility with the model construction. Braga et al. (2017) have shown that the vertical evolution of re 205 

during the condensational growth of the cloud agrees well with the theoretical re driven by the adiabatic growth 

of droplets through water condensation. The coagulation and coalescence processes start to dominate at a 

higher level above the cloud base. The coagulation process of cloud drops is calculated as proposed by Pinsky et 

al. (2001), who describe this process by solving stochastic collision equations according to Bott (1997). The drop-

drop collision efficiency is calculated from the cloud base for droplet masses allocated to the same parcel. As the 210 

collision efficiency increases, the coagulation and coalescence processes become more dominant and dictate the 

microphysical zone in the cloud. Although this model is quite thorough and attempts to describe the 

fundamental physical processes by simplifying or ignoring additional environmental factors, the resulting 

microphysical processes may vary from actual cloud behavior. However, this model is well suited to illustrate the 

physical principle of SAZcond. 215 

 

2.2 Satellite T-re retrieval 

The satellite retrievals of cloud properties described in the case studies in section 3.2 were performed using the 

Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) passive sensor onboard the Suomi National Polar-orbiting 

Partnership (S-NPP) satellite. The VIIRS sensor offers a relatively high spatial resolution of 375 meters at a nadir 220 

in 5 optical channels for detailed spectral information (Rosenfeld et al., 2014a, 2014b). Such high spatial 

resolution is needed to accurately resolve the vertical structure of convective clouds. A snapshot of the T-re 

profile of a cloud cluster provides the same information as obtained by tracking a single convective cloud 

throughout its vertical evolution (Arakawa and Schubert, 1974, Lensky and Rosenfeld, 2006). It is also assumed 

that for a non-precipitating cloud, re in the cloud top pixel has the same value as within more developed clouds 225 

at the same height (Rosenfeld and Lensky, 1998; Freud et al., 2008). These assumptions enable the inference of 

vertical T-re development of clouds in a two-dimensional spatial image. The wavelengths used to retrieve the T-re 

profile are 3.7 μm and 10.8 μm (Rosenfeld et al., 2014b). This method assumes retrieval of water drops. 

However, ice particles are much larger than the droplets in the clouds in which they are formed. They absorb 

more strongly the solar radiation at the 3.7 μm band. Consequently, the satellite retrieved re of ice particles 230 

appear larger than the same size water drops. Therefore, a very large re at supercooled temperature usually 

indicates the existence of ice in the cloud. A designated IDL software produces an RGB display that highlights the 

cloud microphysics and T and re retrievals in each pixel. Based on this display, cloud scenes of interest are 

manually selected to avoid or minimize obstruction by multilayer or semi-transparent clouds. A cloud mask 

algorithm, introduced by Zhu et al. (2014), filters out the partially filled cloudy pixels to avoid measurement 235 

errors in such pixels. To reduce data distortion, the cloud scenes have to be located where the satellite zenith 
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angle is between 30° and -20°, and the solar zenith angle is below 65°. The specific re values for each pixel are 

sorted by the detected temperature for each pixel into 1 °C sized bins (i.e., 9.5 - 10.5 °C in the 10 °C bin, etc.). 

Then, the 30th percentile for all re values within one bin is calculated, resulting in a continuous T-re profile 

(Rosenfeld et al., 2016). The 30-percentile median is taken to capture the clouds in their growing phase since the 240 

effect of aerosols on the T-re profile is mostly reflected in the growing clouds rather than in mature dissipating 

clouds (Lensky and Rosenfeld, 2006; Rosenfeld et al., 2008). Multilayer clouds are identified by a lack of 

continuity in the T-re profiles. Therefore, this methodology is invalid for non-convective clouds or scenes 

obscured by multilayer clouds. T-re profiles obtained in different locations yield similar findings for similar 

environments. (e.g., Lensky and Rosenfeld, 2006; Rosenfeld, 2007; Rosenfeld et al., 2008; Huang et al., 2022) 245 

implying the robustness of T-re retrievals and the fact that this method can be applied worldwide, in any 

meteorology, and for any convective clouds as long as a valid unperturbed T-re profile is retrieved. An automatic 

algorithm then analyzes the retrieved T-re profiles to detect the different microphysical zones (Efraim et al., 

2022), while this study focuses on the detected condensational growth phase. 

 250 

2.3 Aerosol observations at the Amazon Tall Tower Observatory  

The Amazon Tall Tower Observatory (ATTO) is located in the central Amazon Basin (2.145 °S, 59.004 °W at 130 m 

above sea level). For each of the case studies described in section 3.2, an ASD was measured by a Scanning 

Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS, TSI Inc.) connected to an inlet line at 60 m height on an 80 m tall mast (for details 

see Franco et al., 2022). In addition, the ATTO site monitors fundamental climatic and atmospheric parameters 255 

such as temperatures, wind profiles, and precipitation (Andreae et al., 2015). These parameters were used to 

determine the coupling state of the cloud scenes and to choose case studies where the air parcel sampled at 

ATTO fed the cloud scene sampled by the satellite. An overview of the atmospheric, geographic, and ecological 

conditions, as well as commonly encountered air masses at the ATTO site, can be found in Andreae et al. (2015), 

Pöhlker et al. (2019), and Holanda et al. (2020). The typical aerosol and CCN conditions at ATTO have been 260 

described in recent studies (e.g., Pöhlker et al., 2016, 2018; Moran-Zuloaga et al., 2018; Franco et al., 2022). 

 

3 Results 

3.1 Simulations of SAZcond 

This section presents the simulated vertical profiles of convective cloud properties from the spectral bin 265 

adiabatic parcel model and the effect of different inputs of ASD and w scheme on the existence and properties of 

SAZcond and other microphysical zones. Case studies with and without SAZcond will be presented in Section 3.4. 

The initial thermodynamic conditions for the simulations, including pressure, temperature, relative humidity, and 

height, were measured below cloud bases during flight AC07 of the ACRIDICON-CHUVA campaign (Wendisch et 

al., 2016). The simulations are based on modified ASDs measured below cloud bases in subsaturated conditions 270 

(Braga et al., 2021, Pöhlker et al., 2021).  
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The cloud properties presented here are the simulated re, Nd, the total particle number concentration (Na), S, 

rainwater fraction (RWF) and w as a function of decreasing T or increasing height. The T-re profile for each 

simulation (Fig. 3D and 4D) shows the theoretical adiabatic re curves under the assumption of condensational 

growth only for each cloud base Nd (grey lines). The adiabatic curves are calculated based on the LWCa and the 275 

corresponding development of re based on the cloud base temperature and pressure (Rosenfeld et al., 2016). 

The deviations between the actual and the theoretical adiabatic T-re profiles define the dominant microphysical 

zones.  

The RWF is defined as the ratio between the rainwater content (where drops with a diameter > 50 µm are 

considered raindrops) and the total water content (Fig. 3F and 4F). It increases as coalescence starts and 280 

decreases as the rain drops precipitate from the cloud. If there is no new droplet activation, RWF increases with 

decreasing T up to unity when the smallest drops grow beyond the threshold of 50 µm in diameter. In the case of 

SAZ occurrence, the drop size distribution is wider, and the RWF stabilizes as new droplets are activated aloft 

before they coalesce and precipitate. Generally, clouds that completely rain out cannot develop higher due to a 

lack of condensation and buoyancy. However, in this study, the model forces the cloud to grow beyond the point 285 

of total rainout to illustrate how secondary activation changes the T-re profile compared to the alternative that is 

rarely realized in nature. 

To emphasize the impact of different ASD and w schemes on the microstructure of the cloud and the SAZ, two 

sets of simulations were performed. The first one uses a fixed ASD and three prescribed w schemes and the 

second one uses two ASD and a fixed w scheme. 290 

Fixed ASD 

The input of the first simulation includes: (1) a representative bimodal ASD with a high concentration of 

accumulation mode particles that serve as CCN at a supersaturation of approx. 0.3 % and a smaller Aitken mode 

particle population (e.g., Pöhlker et al. 2016, 2018; Franco et al., 2022). The Na is 1782 cm-3 (Fig. 3A); (2) Three 

prescribed w schemes (Fig. 3B) with a typical initial speed of 1.5 m s-1 at cloud base (Braga et al., 2017) and then 295 

different rates of increase with height. The first w scheme (w1, red dashed line) has the lowest slope and is close 

to constant w with height. w2 (green dashed line) has a higher increase rate than w1 and w3 has the strongest 

increase rate with height (blue dashed line). As mentioned above, clouds that completely rain out cannot 

develop higher due to a lack of condensation and buoyancy. However, in this study, the model's increasing w 

schemes force the cloud to grow beyond this point to illustrate how secondary activation changes the T-re profile 300 

compared to the alternative that is rarely realized in nature. 

The T-Nd-Na profile (Fig. 3C) shows that for all three w schemes, the primary activation of droplets at the cloud 

base is the same due to the same constant w at the cloud base. The Nd at the cloud base is smaller than the total 

Na, meaning that not all particles were activated at the cloud base. After the primary activation, Nd stays nearly 

constant with decreasing T and only decreases slightly due to the minor coalescence process above the cloud 305 

base. This is consistent with the constant Na concentration with decreasing T, meaning that no new activation of 

droplets occurs. The T-re profile (Fig. 3D) shows that, at first, re increases at the same rate as the theoretic 

adiabatic curve for the same cloud base Nd. This means that during this phase, the dominant microphysical 
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process in the cloud is condensational growth. For the w1 case (red dashed line in Fig. 3D), the coalescence and 

collision processes start to dominate at ~0 °C and lead to rainout at that level, as shown in the T-RWF profile (Fig. 310 

3F). The Nd starts to decrease sharply at the level of rain initiation, as the coalescence merges many cloud 

droplets into fewer raindrops. The coalescence and rainout reduce the integrated droplet surface area available 

for condensation and the exceeding of S above Smax. As a result, smaller particles with lower critical S are 

activated as cloud droplets. This is the SAZcoal defined and shown in Efraim et al. (2022). The SAZcoal is easily seen 

on the T-Nd-Na profile as the increase of Nd and reduction of Na at ~-3 °C. It is also noticeable in the T-re profile, as 315 

re increases above the adiabatic curve when the coalescence becomes more dominant, and decreases with the 

activation of new droplets. In nature, this could also happen due to the entrainment of particles with low critical 

S from the lateral boundaries of the cloud. For the w2 case, the rain initiation is delayed almost until cloud top, at 

~-8 °C (green line on Fig. 3F), and the cloud remains adiabatic up to that level. When w increases even faster (w3; 

blue line on Fig. 3C), the strong cooling rate causes a high enough S to exceed the Smax and to activate new 320 

droplets even during the condensational growth, representing SAZcond. In this case, Nd starts to increase during 

the dominant condensational growth phase at ~6 °C, and the re reduces below the adiabatic curve (blue dashed 

line in Fig. 3D). The activation of new droplets during the condensational growth delays the coalescence process 

and the initiation of the rain. As seen in the T-RWF profile, no rain is initiated until cloud top (blue dashed line in 

Fig. 3F). Eventually, for the same ASD, the stronger w scheme causes SAZcond while the weaker ones may keep the 325 

cloud adiabatic or cause SAZcoal.  
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Figure 3. Simulations of cloud properties for a fixed aerosol size distribution (ASD) and three prescribed updraft schemes (w). 

Panel A shows the bimodal ASD with a high concentration of accumulation mode particles and a lower concentration of 

Aitken mode particles. The total particle number concentration (Na) below the cloud base is 1782 cm-3. The shaded grey 330 

marks the calculated activated particles at the cloud base. Panel B shows the prescribed w schemes with a constant w speed 

of 1.5 ms-1 up to the cloud base and then different increase rates, where w1 (red dashed line) has the lowest slope and is close 

to constant w with height. w2 (green dashed line) has a higher increase rate than w1, and w3 (blue dashed line) has the 

strongest increase rate. Panels C-F shows the different cloud properties, where the color of the lines is related to the same-

colored w scheme in each panel. Panel C shows the number concentration of cloud droplets (Nd) and Na profile in units of mg-335 

1 to avoid the consideration of the change of air density with height; Panel D shows the effective radius (re) profile, where the 

thick grey line is the theoretical adiabatic curve, calculated based on the cloud base P and T; Panel E shows the vertical profile 

of supersaturation over water (S) and Panel F shows the vertical rainwater fraction (RWF) profile. 

Fixed w scheme 

The input of the second simulation includes: (1) two bimodal ASD, where ASD1 is identical to the ASD in the 340 

previous simulation (blue plot in Fig. 4A), whereas ASD2 has the same concentration of Aitken particles, but a 

lower concentration of accumulation mode particles (green plot in Fig. 4A); (2) One prescribed w scheme (fig 4B) 

identical to the w3 scheme from the first simulation. The Na is 1782 cm-3 for ASD1 and 938 cm-3
 for ASD2. 

The T-Nd-Na profile (Fig. 4C) shows a higher concentration of activated Nd at the cloud base for the ASD1 case 

(blue dashed line), which has a higher concentration of accumulation mode particles. Therefore, Smax for the 345 

ASD1 case (blue dashed line in Fig 4E) is smaller than for the ASD2 case (green dashed line). However, the cloud 

base Nd is smaller than the Na for both cases, meaning that there are unactivated interstitial particles within the 

cloud parcel. After the primary activation, the Nd stay relatively constant with height, and the re increase at the 

same rate as the theoretic adiabatic curve for the same cloud base Nd (Fig. 4D), indicating that condensational 

growth is the dominant microphysical process. For the prescribed w scheme in this simulation, SAZcond appears 350 

for both cases, however, the level of SAZcond changes. With the constant increase of w and cooling rate, S exceeds 

the initially smaller Smax for the ASD1 case at a lower level, causing SAZcond to occur at a lower level. The critical S 

increases as the interstitial particles’ size and the air T decrease. Thus, a higher critical S must be reached to 

activate further interstitial particles in the ASD2 case. Therefore, the SAZcond occurs slightly higher than the point 

where S exceeds Smax. The re in both cases goes below adiabatic, but for the lower-level SAZcond, the reduction 355 

starts at higher T. The secondary activation of a higher concentration of particles in the ASD1 case (blue dashed 

line in Fig. 4D) results in the re decrease to smaller values than for the ASD2 case (green dashed line). The 

activation of new droplets delays the coalescence process and the initiation of the rain in both cases up to the 

cloud top (Fig. 4F). Eventually, for the same strong w, a case with a more prominent accumulation mode will 

experience an earlier and stronger SAZcond because of more available particles for activation with lower critical S 360 

in the rising parcel. The cloud microstructure profiles for the simulations of the w1 and w2 schemes with ASD2 

are shown in the supplements (Fig. S1). 
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Figure 4. Simulations of cloud properties for fixed prescribed updraft scheme (w) (panel B) and two different aerosol size 

distributions (ASD) (panel A). The w scheme is the same as w3 in Fig. 3. The first ASD (ASD1, blue) is the same as illustrated in 365 

Fig. 3, with the same Na. The second ASD (ASD2, green) has the same Aitken mode as the blue one but has a lower accumulation 

mode. The Na of ASD2 is 938 cm-3. Panels C-F shows the different cloud properties where the color of the lines is related to the 

same-colored ASD in each panel. Panel C shows the Nd and the Na concentration profile in units of mg-1 to avoid the 

consideration of the change of air density with height; Panel D shows the T-re profiles, where the thick grey line is the theoretical 

adiabatic curve, calculated based on the cloud base P and T; Panel E shows the vertical profile of S and Panel F shows the 370 

vertical RWF profile.  

 

3.2 Detection of SAZcond based on satellite retrieved T-re profiles  

Since the microphysical zones in deep convective clouds can be inferred from the T-re profiles, satellite-retrieved 

T-re profiles can be used to detect the microphysical zones within the cloud. The different microphysical zones 375 

and the method for their detection by the T-re profile analysis have been fully described in Efraim et al. (2022) 

and also briefly in Section 1.2. However, the newly defined SAZcond is less readily detected since it is a part of the 

defined condensational growth phase. Still, it can be identified by analyzing the small fluctuations within the 

condensational growth points. These small fluctuations can be either noise, as a result of the ±30% uncertainty 

(Freud et al., 2011; Rosenfeld et al., 2016), in which case these points should still be defined as condensational 380 

growth; or signal, representing the appearance of smaller droplets within the condensational growth phase.  

To analyze the fluctuations in the condensational growth points, we used the profile of the natural logarithm of 
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the adiabatic Nd with decreasing T (T-ln(Nda)). The value of ln(Nda) is calculated by taking the natural logarithm of 

the LWCa-Mdroplet ratio for each T bin, for the adiabatic points. Using the ln(Nda), instead of the absolute value of 

Nda, emphasizes the relative change in Nda in the concentrations rather than the absolute change. The ln(Nda) was 385 

linearly segmented by the trend of the points. Ideally, the ln(Nda) should be constant or decrease during the 

condensational growth. Any ln(Nda) increase can be either due to noise or a signal. The SAZcond is then identified 

where a significant increase of ln(Nda) occurs.  

This section presents two cloud scenes as case studies with and without a detected SAZcond, and an application of 

a method to detect the SAZcond by remote sensing. Both cloud scenes were taken over the ATTO region, where 390 

the ASD of the air feeding into the clouds was measured. Each case study presents the satellite overpass image, 

the 1-hour average ASD before the satellite overpass, the LWCa-Mdroplet ratio, the T-re profile, and the T-ln(Nda) 

profile. 

Cloud scene A (red polygon in Fig. 5A) is an example of a case without SAZcond. In this case, a cluster of cumulus 

congestus clouds was taken within ~25 km of the ATTO site. The satellite overpass was on 6 July 2017 at 17:40 395 

UTC. The adiabatic points are marked in red on the LWCa-Mdroplet profile (Fig. 5C). These points have the best 

linear fit with the origin (R2
 = 0.995) and therefore they define the condensational growth phase. The Nd at the 

cloud base is then determined by the linear ratio of LWCa-Mdroplet. The thick black line on the T-re profile (Fig. 5D) 

is the adiabatic curve calculated from the cloud base temperature and pressure of the specific retrieved Nd. The 

defined condensational growth points (red points) agree with the adiabatic curve until the coalescence begins 400 

and exceeds adiabaticity (Fig D and E). The adiabatic T-ln(Nda) profile (Fig. 5F) shows a slight increase of 0.079 in 

the ln(Nda) for the adiabatic points which can be either noise or signal. The calculated Nd based on the linear 

LWCa-Mdroplet ratio is 836 cm-3. The 1-hour average ASD (Fig. 5B) has a well-defined Hoppel minimum at 85 nm. 

The Hoppel minimum is a size separation gap between two size modes, which usually indicates the size of the 

smallest particles that can serve as CCN for the given thermodynamic conditions due to cloud processing (Hoppel 405 

and Frick, 1986; Hudson et al., 2015). Summing the Nd largest particles on the ASD in Fig. 5B (green shading) 

yields the smallest diameter to be activated, i.e., the critical diameter, since the larger particles are activated 

first. In this case, the critical diameter is 82 nm. This suggests that the activated particles at the cloud base are 

accumulation mode particles down to that threshold. The good agreement of the retrieved Nd with the 

concentration of the accumulation mode particles implies that the fluctuations in the condensational points are 410 

likely to be noise and the case is without SAZcond. That is because no significant overestimation of Nd was found, 

as opposed to the Cloud scene B, presented next. This will be further discussed in Section 4. 
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Figure 5.  Satellite-retrieved cloud microphysical profiles in the ATTO region without indications for secondary activation in 

the condensational growth phase (Cloud scene A). Panel A shows the true-color satellite image with the ATTO site marked as 415 

the star and the sampled cloud scene shown as a red polygon. Panel B shows the 1-hour average ASD at ATTO before the 

satellite overpass, with the particle fraction activated as cloud droplets being shown as green shading under the curve. Panel 

C shows the LWCa-Mdroplet ratio where the red points are defined as the adiabatic ones, with the best fit with the origin 

(R2=0.995). The adiabatic points are marked as the condensational growth points on the T-re profile (red points in Panel D). 

Panel E shows an enhanced T-re profile focused on the adiabatic part. The T-ln(Nda) profile (Panel F) shows only the adiabatic 420 

points (red points in Panel D) and the trend lines with decreasing T. The value in Panel F (0.079) is the slope of the positive 

trend line.  

On the other hand, Cloud scene B (red polygon in Fig. 6A) is an example of a case with SAZcond. The sampled cloud 

is a developed cumulonimbus ~70 km from ATTO. The satellite overpass was on 1 July 2017 at 17:30 UTC. The 1-

hour average ASD for cloud scene B (Fig. 6B) has a well-defined Hoppel minimum at 91 nm and a total Na of 932 425 

cm-3. The LWCa-Mdroplet ratio profile (Fig. 6C) defined the adiabatic points (red points) with a linear fit of R2 = 

0.916. These points are also in good agreement with the adiabatic curve on the T-re profile (Fig. 6D and 6E). 

However, the adiabatic T-ln(Nda) (Fig. 6F) shows a larger increase in ln(Nda) of 0.32, compared to Cloud scene A. 

This suggests larger fluctuations in the adiabatic points. The calculated Nd based on the linear LWCa-Mdroplet ratio 

is 1079 cm-3, actually exceeding the Na measured at ATTO. Even allowing for possible differences in aerosol 430 

concentrations between ATTO and the location of the cloud as well as a potential overestimation of the retrieved 
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Nd, this would imply that all particles were activated and the critical diameter was near 10 nm, the detection limit 

of the SMPS. Therefore, the fluctuation in the adiabatic points, in this case, is implied to be a signal of activation 

of extra cloud droplets during the condensational growth. In Section 4, we will discuss how the presence of 

SAZcond may lead to an overestimation of Nd. 435 

 

Figure 6.  Satellite-retrieved cloud microphysical profiles in the ATTO region with indications for secondary activation in the 

condensational growth phase (Cloud scene B). Panel A shows the true-color satellite image with the ATTO site marked as the 

star and the sampled cloud scene shown as a red polygon. Panel B shows the 1-hour average ASD at ATTO before the satellite 

overpass, with the particle fraction activated as cloud droplets being shown as green shading under the curve. Panel C shows 440 

the LWCa-Mdroplet ratio where the red points are defined as the adiabatic ones, with the best fit with the origin (R2=0.916). The 

adiabatic points are marked as the condensational growth points on the T-re profile (red points in Panel D). Panel E shows an 

enhanced T-re profile focused on the adiabatic part. The T-ln(Nda) profile (Panel F) shows only the adiabatic points (red points 

in Panel D) and the trend lines with decreasing T. The value in Panel F (0.32) is the slope of the positive trend line.  

 445 

4 Discussion 
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The SAZ during condensational growth (SAZcond) may be detectable in the T-re profile as a slight decrease of re 

below the adiabatic re during the condensational growth phase, as shown in Cloud scene B. It was also described 

by the model, in Section 3.1, where the re was reduced below the adiabatic values in cases of droplet activation 

during condensational growth. This can occur due to an increase in w or at the same w, for different ASD. 450 

However, in nature, the SAZcond can occur also due to the entrainment of particles with low critical S, which can 

be activated at the existing S during the dominant condensational growth. As seen in Cloud scene B, SAZcond may 

cause an overestimation of the retrieved Nd from the satellite. Additional droplet activation reduces the re for the 

same amount of LWC, thus the re decreases below the adiabatic curve. This results in a calculated Nd above the 

adiabatic Nd at the cloud base and thus an overestimation of Nd. In addition, the calculation of Nd at the cloud 455 

base is based on the ratio of LWCa to Mdroplet for the defined adiabatic points. The Mdroplet relies on the 

assumption that 
𝑟𝑒

𝑟𝑣
= 1.08 for adiabatic processes (Freud et al., 2011). The explicit formulas for the calculation re 

and rv are: 

(1) 𝑟𝑒 =
∫𝑁(𝑟)𝑟3𝑑𝑟

∫𝑁(𝑟)𝑟2𝑑𝑟
  

(2) 𝑟𝑣 = (
3∙𝐿𝑊𝐶

4𝜋𝜌𝑤𝑁
)

1

3
  460 

Where N and r are the droplet concentration and radii, respectively, and 𝜌𝑤 is the density of water (Freud and 

Rosenfeld, 2012). Adding N droplets with small r above cloud base due to SAZcond would not reduce the re as 

much as it would reduce rv, assuming unchanged LWC. Therefore, the retrieved Nd under the assumption that all 

droplets were activated at the cloud base would give a much larger Nd compared to the actual Nd at the cloud 

base. In addition, SAZcond would cause a 
𝑟𝑒

𝑟𝑣
 ratio larger than 1.08. Since the algorithm for the calculation of Nd 465 

assumes adiabaticity, the 1.08 ratio is taken. When SAZcond occurs the calculated rv is then smaller than its true 

value, causing a positive bias in Nd. Another reason that might cause an overestimation of the retrieved Nd is the 

use of more adiabatic points with less certainty. Supposedly, taking only the first point on the adiabatic curve 

would suffice in the calculation of Nd, since it gives the ratio of LWCa to Mdroplet. However, the uncertainty of the 

first points closer to the cloud base is large and sometime might be considered ground contamination (Rosenfeld 470 

et al., 2016; Efraim et al., 2022). To reduce the uncertainty, the algorithm for the calculation of Nd does not rely 

merely on the first point but rather includes more points above, as long as they are on the adiabatic curve. In 

case these points include fluctuations due to SAZcond, this might result in a larger LWCa-Mdroplet ratio, hence a 

larger Nd.  

Another impact of the SAZcond, as shown by the model, is the suppression of warm rain. This was observed by in-475 

situ measurements of T-re profiles from clouds probes in several flights during the ACRIDICON–CHUVA campaign 

(Wendisch et al., 2016), which showed that the measured Nd was larger above the cloud base than at the cloud 

base (Braga et al., 2017). During flightsAC08, AC12 and AC20 strong w (up to 15 ms−1) was measured above the 

cloud base. The strong w increased S and allowed more CCN activation. The measured profile of re with height 

was smaller than the estimated adiabatic re profile (Fig. 7). The measured re values were smaller than 13 μm, 480 
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indicating the suppression of raindrop formation. Measured droplet size distribution from the cloud probe on the 

aircraft validated that indeed no raindrops were present on these flights (Braga et al., 2017). Instead, ice 

particles were formed above the 0 °C isotherm. The released latent heat from the freezing increases the 

buoyancy and leads to the invigoration of the cloud (Rosenfeld et al., 2008).  

As described in section 3.2, the minor fluctuation of the condensational growth can be defined either as noise 485 

(e.g., Cloud scene A) or an actual signal of SAZcond (e.g., Cloud scene B). To distinguish between noise and signal, a 

threshold value of the increase in ln(Nda) should be set. This should go along with validations of measured ASD 

below the cloud to determine the concentration of activated particles and the existence of overestimation of Nd. 

This requires analysis of many cases and will require further research. 

490 

Figure 7. Cloud droplet effective radius (re) as a function of cloud depth (Dc) for flights AC08 (A), AC12 (B) and AC20 (C). The 

solid line indicates the re estimated for adiabatic growth from the cloud base. The dashed lines indicate the adiabatic re values 

considering the uncertainty of the estimate. The estimated adiabatic number of droplets (Nd) at the cloud base is shown on 

top of the figure. Adapted from Braga et al., 2017. 
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5 Conclusions 

The microphysical zone in convective clouds where activation of droplets above the cloud base occurs is referred 

to as the secondary activation zone (SAZ). The detection of SAZ based on T-re profiles allows identifying a 

significant occurrence of new droplet activation above the cloud base, either after the dominant coalescence of 

droplets (SAZcoal) or during the dominant condensational growth of the cloud droplets (SAZcond). While the 500 

properties of SAZcoal were discussed in Efraim et al. (2022), the physical principle and the causes for SAZcond are 

presented in this study. A spectral-bin adiabatic parcel model was used to describe the effect of velocity (w) and 

different aerosol size distributions (ASD) on the existence of SAZcond. The simulations showed that a stronger 

increase of w with decreasing T results in the change from unperturbed dominant condensational growth to the 

occurrence of SAZcond when a high w increases S to the extent that it exceeds the maximum supersaturation 505 

simulated at the cloud base (Smax). The simulations also showed that, for the same w scheme, a more polluted 

case with higher CCN concentrations and resulting lower Smax would lead to a SAZcond starting at lower cloud 

depths and with more significant activation of interstitial particles into cloud droplets. A method to detect 
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SAZcond from T-re profiles measured by the S-NPP satellite was demonstrated using two case studies, one in which 

SAZcond was observed and another where it was not identified. We found that the existence of SAZcond may cause 510 

an overestimation of the satellite retrieved Nd due to: (a) the smaller re after SAZcond for the same amount of LWC 

and (b) the deviation from the assumption that all droplets were activated at cloud base, (c) the reduction of 

adiabaticity, and (d) the consideration of more adiabatic points with less certainty. In addition, SAZcond leads to a 

warm rain suppression and possible invigoration of the cloud by the released latent heat from ice nucleation 

above the 0 °C isotherm. The occurrence of SAZ has climatic importance by shaping the deep convective cloud 515 

microstructure with possible consequences for cloud radiative forcing. The ability to detect both SAZcond and 

SAZcoal signatures from satellites allows a detailed analysis of convective cloud microphysics in large areas and 

over long periods. Further investigations of these signatures in convective clouds will improve our understanding 

of their role in aerosol-cloud interactions worldwide. 

520 
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Data availability. The satellite data of the case studies presented in this study is available on the VIIRS dataset found at the 

NOAA’s Comprehensive Large Array-data Stewardship System [https://www.avl.class.noaa.gov/]. The ATTO data used in this 

study are available via the ATTO data portal at https://www.attoproject.org/. The output data from the IDL program of the 

sampled cloud scenes have been deposited in supplementary data files for use in follow-up studies 

[https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.h44j0zpnr]. For data requests beyond the available data, please refer to the corresponding 525 
author.  
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Figure S1. Simulations of cloud properties for a fixed aerosol size distribution (ASD) and two prescribed updraft schemes (w). 775 
Panel A shows the ASD with the same size of Aitken and accumulation modes (similar to ASD2 described in Fig. 4). The total 

particle number concentration (Na) is 938 cm-3. The shaded grey marks the calculated activated particles at the cloud base. 

Panel B shows two prescribed w schemes with a constant w speed of 1.5 ms-1 up to cloud base and then different increase 

rates - w1 (red dashed line) has a low slope and is close to constant w with height; and w2 (green dashed line) with a higher 

increase rate than w1. Panels C-F shows the different cloud properties where the color of the lines is related to the same-780 
colored w scheme in each panel. Panel C shows the number concentration of cloud droplets (Nd) and the Na in units of mg-1 to 

avoid the consideration of the change of air density with height; Panel D shows the effective radius (re) profile, where the 

thick black line is the theoretical adiabatic curve, calculated based on the cloud base P and T; Panel E shows the vertical 

profile of supersaturation over water (S) and Panel F shows the vertical rainwater fraction (RWF) profile. RWF is defined as 

the ratio between rainwater content to total water content, where drops with a diameter > 50 µm are considered raindrops. 785 
For the described ASD and w schemes in this figure, there is no significant secondary activation (SA) of droplets during the 

condensational phase. For the SA to occur, there should be either stronger w or more available particles for condensation, as 

describe in Figures 3 and 4. 
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Abstract. Aerosol effects on clouds and climate have remained highly uncertain. Here, we present a three-year study on

aerosol-induced effects on convective clouds over remote regions in the central Amazon rain forest. The analysis combines

in-situ aerosol data with satellite retrieved profiles of temperature and the effective radius of cloud droplets to resolve temporal

changes in fundamental microphysical properties at a reference height above cloud base. A clear seasonality was observed,

with a remarkably high fraction of aerosol particles being activated into cloud droplets, especially the activation efficiency5

during the dry season is higher than expected from previous studies. The cloud formation in the Amazon is both, aerosol- and

updraft-sensitive, not just under the low aerosol conditions during the wet season, but also during the biomass burning smoke

dominated dry season. Our findings shed light on the aerosol-driven changes in fundamental parameters of tropical convective

clouds and suggest that the buffering effect of updraft limited droplet activation at high aerosol concentrations is weaker than

expected.10
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The effects of aerosols on clouds and climate have remained widely uncertain in the assessment and modeling of climate change

(Forster et al., 2021). Aerosol–cloud interactions contribute significant uncertainty to current radiative forcing estimates, es-

pecially due to a lack of knowledge of preindustrial aerosol and cloud conditions (Mülmenstädt and Feingold, 2018; Carslaw

et al., 2013). Accordingly, locations that today still approximate a preindustrial atmospheric state are of particular interest

to understand and constrain the anthropogenic influence on cloud abundance and properties (Andreae, 2007; Andreae et al.,15

2021). These locations, however, have become rare worldwide (Hamilton et al., 2014). The Amazon is one of the few remain-

ing continental places with episodes of pristine atmospheric conditions (Martin et al., 2010; Pöhlker et al., 2018). It therefore

represents a well-suited outdoor laboratory to investigate the responses and adjustments of cloud properties to aerosol pertur-

bations across a wide range of atmospheric conditions, ranging from a widely unperturbed biosphere–atmosphere exchange

in the wet season to heavy pollution in the dry season, also referred to as biomass burning season (e.g., Graham et al., 2003;20

Pöschl et al., 2010; Saturno et al., 2018).

The Amazonian aerosol population is characterized by a pronounced seasonality and a multimodal shape, comprising Aitken,

accumulation, and coarse modes (see Table S1 with reference values) (Artaxo et al., 2013; Machado et al., 2021; Franco et al.,

2022). A detailed understanding of the aerosol size distribution is a prerequisite for cloud microphysical studies as it defines the

number concentration (NCCN(S)) of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) in an aerosol population and, thus, the number of cloud25

droplets (Nd) under a given updraft velocity (w) of the air masses at cloud base and the resulting water vapor supersaturation

(S) (Köhler, 1936; Howell, 1949; Andreae and Rosenfeld, 2008; Rosenfeld et al., 2014a). The CCN efficiency (NCCN(S)/NCN)

of an aerosol population is determined by the shape of its size distribution, the particles’ hygroscopicity, and S. It increases

with higher fractions of large particles as well as with an enhanced hygroscopicity (Dusek et al., 2006; Pöhlker et al., 2018).

Heavy biomass burning smoke affects atmospheric thermodynamics and causes adjustments in the cloud micro- and macro-30

physical properties, such as the cloud dynamic evolution, the vertical profile of latent heat release, and precipitation formation

(e.g., Ramanathan et al., 2001; Rosenfeld et al., 2008; Martins et al., 2011). Prominent examples of aerosol-induced changes

of the cloud microphysics are the so-called ’cloud albedo effect’ (also Twomey effect) and ’cloud lifetime effect’ (Twomey,

1977; Stevens and Feingold, 2009). The cloud albedo effect refers to an aerosol-related increase in cloud droplet number con-

centration (Nd) and a corresponding decrease in the cloud droplet effective radius (re), which leads to more reflective clouds35

for a fixed cloud macrostructure and atmospheric thermodynamic conditions (i.e., the same liquid water content). The cloud

lifetime effect refers to changes in precipitation efficiency due to increased CCN and droplet numbers (e.g., Albrecht, 1989;

Rotstayn, 1999). This can delay the precipitation onset in the clouds to higher altitudes, cause a corresponding suppression

of low-level rainout, and prolong cloud lifetime (e.g., Andreae et al., 2004; Feingold, 2005; Lin et al., 2006; Rosenfeld et al.,

2008). Beyond their fundamental role in the climate system, these processes are also critically important for the rain forest40

ecosystem as they directly affect the hydrological cycle in the Amazon basin.

2
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Here, we address the effects of a biomass burning-driven increase in aerosol and CCN concentrations on the microphysics of

convective clouds in the central Amazon. This experimental three-year study on aerosol-cloud interactions combines in situ

aerosol data from the Amazon Tall Tower Observatory (ATTO) (Andreae et al., 2015) and high-resolution remote sensing

observations of cloud microphysical properties from the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) on the Suomi45

National Polar-orbiting Partnership (NPP) satellite. Figure 1 shows how the comparatively high spatial resolution (∼ 375 m) of

the VIIRS data allows to retrieve fundamental parameters, such as the cloud base height (Hcb) as well as the droplet number

concentration (Nd) and the effective cloud droplet radius re at and above the base of convective clouds on large geographic

scales (Rosenfeld et al., 2014b; Yue et al., 2019; Efraim et al., 2021). These parameters were examined for their seasonality

Figure 1. Illustration of basic microphysical processes in Amazonian convective clouds with Suomi-NPP satellite observations, covering

clouds in different development states as well as side observations of fully developed cumulus clouds (see examples in Fig. 5. Temperature

(T ) and the effective radius of cloud droplets (re) are being observed as a function of height. Under constant atmospheric conditions, the

properties of clouds in different development states are interchangeable at the same temperature level, which means that a T -re profile of a

cloud cluster and a profile tracking a single convective cloud throughout its evolution provide the same information (Lensky and Rosenfeld,

2006; Arakawa and Schubert, 1974). The selected analysis height of this study is located −5 °C over cloud base, yielding the cloud droplet

effective radius (re,cb5) at that height.
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and their relation to the concentration and size distribution of the underlying aerosol field. Our findings help to understand and50

constrain the complex aerosol-cloud-precipitation interactions in the Amazonian hydrological cycle in order to represent these

processes more accurately in numerical models (e.g., Rosenfeld et al., 2014c; Pringle et al., 2009; Quaas, 2015; Fan et al.,

2016; Quaas et al., 2020).

Seasonality of cloud microphysical properties

A variety of meteorological, trace gas, and aerosol parameters in central Amazonia show a pronounced seasonality (e.g., Artaxo55

et al., 2002; Rizzo et al., 2013; Moran-Zuloaga et al., 2018a; Saturno et al., 2018). These include the total aerosol particle

number concentration (Ntot) and the black carbon mass concentration (MBC), which are characterized by the typical oscillation

between the clean wet (Feb to May) vs polluted dry season (Aug to Nov), as shown in Fig. 2D and E. Pollution levels, here

represented by MBC, are peaking around September and are lowest – episodically even below detection limit – around April

and May (Pöhlker et al., 2018). We show here that also the cloud parameters Hcb, Nd, and re are strongly seasonal as well60

(Fig. 2A, B, and C).

The base height of the convective clouds varies between ∼500m in the wet and ∼1500m in the dry season (Fig. 2A). These

values agree well with previously reported planetary boundary layer heights (e.g., Fisch et al., 2004; Henkes et al., 2021; Dias-

Júnior et al., 2022) as well as cloud base heights (Andreae et al., 2004) in the Amazon. We obtained Hcb here through four

different methods and found that the satellite-based Hcb agrees well with the other retrievals or direct measurements, which65

underlines the validity of the VIIRS approach. Hcb from the satellite observations and the ERA5 reanalysis data within a 50 km

region around ATTO represent regional retrievals, whereas the ceilometer-derived Hcb as well as the lifting condensation level

(LCL) calculated from ATTO meteorology data represent local retrievals. The calculated LCL-approach can be regarded as a

lower limit for Hcb, since cloud formation is often delayed to higher altitudes due to the influence of dry air entrainment. In

fact, the LCL-based Hcb accounts for the lowest values in Fig. 2A.70

The cloud parameters Nd and re show a clear seasonality as well (Fig. 2B and C). Due to condensational droplet growth, re

initially increases adiabatically with height above cloud base (Efraim et al., 2021). In order to quantify the adiabatic growth

rate of re a common reference level is chosen. Throughout this study, re,cb5 represents the effective cloud droplet radius at

−5°C relative to the cloud base temperature, as illustrated in Fig. 1. At this cloud level – corresponding roughly to a height of

800m above cloud base – clear differences in re,cb5 are expected for different CCN concentrations (Andreae et al., 2004; Freud75

et al., 2008). After reaching Smax close to the cloud base and throughout the initial phase of condensational droplet growth, Nd

does not change significantly and, therefore, is not height-dependent in this range. This is valid as long as the cloud is adiabatic

and no droplet evaporation or activation of new CCN occurs (Efraim et al., 2021). This level is chosen, because it is far enough

from the cloud base to ensure stable adiabatic growth and at this height droplet are not yet big enough for coalescence to have

a significant effect (Efraim et al., 2021).80
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Figure 2. Seasonality of cloud microphysical and aerosol parameters in the ATTO region. (A) Cloud base height (Hcb) obtained through

four different approaches: VIIRS satellite retrieval, ceilometer measurements at ATTO, lifting condensation level calculations at ATTO, and

ERA5 reanalysis data. (B,C) The effective cloud droplet radius (re,cb5) and cloud droplet number concentration (Nd) were derived from VIIRS

data. re,cb5 shown here was obtained at 5 °C above cloud base as a defined reference to illustrate the droplet growth rate. The markers in (A),

(B) and (C) represent cloud scenes on individual days while the lines are five-point floating averages. Aircraft data from Braga et al. (2016)

are shown for comparison. (D) Aitken mode (Nait), accumulation mode (Nacc), and total aerosol number concentrations (NCN) from ATTO

measurements. Nait and Nacc are based on the two-year time frame of this study, while NCN is based on a seven-year period for comparison

(black line as mean and gray shading as one standard deviation). (E) Black carbon mass concentrations (MBC) from ATTO measurements.

The three-year period of this study is shown in blue and the seven-year period in black (black line as mean and gray shading as one standard

deviation).
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The wet season clouds are characterized by a low droplet number concentrations (i.e., Nd between ∼200 and ∼600 cm−3)

with growth to comparatively large droplet sizes (i.e., re,cb5 between ∼11 and ∼15 µm). Dry season clouds, in contrast, are

characterized by significantly more (i.e., Nd up to ∼2000 cm−3), though smaller, droplets (i.e., re,cb5 between ∼5 and ∼10 µm).

Note that experimental data on Nd and re from the Amazon – especially if seasonally resolved – is still sparse. Thus, our results

here help to close this fundamental knowledge gap and agree well with the few existing studies so far (e.g., Andreae et al.,85

2004; Freud et al., 2008; Braga et al., 2017). Andreae et al. (2004), for example, reported re,cb5 between 13− 14 µm for clean

"green ocean conditions" as an upper limit and re,cb5 around ∼7 µm for smoky conditions, with ∼5 µm as an extreme value for

pyrocumulus clouds. The variability in re,cb5 within the ATTO region ranges from even cleaner conditions with re,cb5 ≈16 µm

to comparatively strong biomass burning pollution with re,cb5 ≈6 µm (Fig. 2C).

Through the cloud albedo effect, the seasonality in Nd and re,cb5 generally follows the aerosol abundance, showing that the90

biomass burning-driven aerosol strongly modulates the cloud microphysical parameters (e.g., Kaufman and Nakajima, 1993).

Especially, accumulation mode particles (i.e., 0.1 to 1 µm) are abundant and large enough to be the prime candidates for the

majority of CCN. Under certain conditions, however, also Aitken mode particles can serve as CCN as well and, therefore,

should not be neglected. In the Amazon, deep convective clouds with a comparatively high w – e.g. under clean wet season

conditions with a above average Aitken to accumulation mode ratio Nait/Nacc – are considered as suitable conditions under95

which a fraction of the Aitken mode particles can act as CCN (Pöhlker et al., 2021). Figure 2D emphasizes that the seasonality

in aerosol abundance is quite different depending on the size range in the sense that the accumulation mode is characterized by

a pronounced seasonality, which is mainly driven by the fire occurrence in the Amazon (Pöhlker et al., 2019; Holanda et al.,

2020), whereas the strength of the Aitken mode is more constant ranging between 200 and 300 cm−3 throughout the seasons

(Franco et al., 2022; Varanda Rizzo et al., 2018; Pöhlker et al., 2016).100

Aerosol- and updraft-limited CCN regimes

A simple yet instructive representation of the aerosol-cloud interactions under given atmospheric conditions is the relationship

between the total particle number concentration (NCN), as a routinely measured aerosol parameter, and Nd. The shape and

slope of such NCN vs Nd curves are determined by the interplay of w, S, as well as aerosol properties, such as concentration,

composition and size distribution. Figure 3 shows the NCN-Nd relationship for the ATTO region, together with corresponding105

data sets from previous studies in the Amazon and worldwide. Within this NCN vs Nd space, Reutter et al. (2009) defined

regimes, in which the CCN activation and cloud droplet formation can be regarded as either aerosol-limited (high w and low

NCN), updraft-limited (low w and high NCN) or falling into a transitional – meaning aerosol- and updraft-sensitive – regime

(Fig. 3B).

The proximity of the NCN-Nd curve to the one-to-one line indicates the extent to which the entire aerosol population has been110

activated as droplets. The slope of the curve (dNd/dNCN) over a certain segment indicates the sensitivity of Nd to a further
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increase in NCN. A purely aerosol-limited CCN activation corresponds to a slope of 1 (i.e., dNd/dNCN ≈ 1), indicating that Nd

reacts sensitively to perturbations in the aerosol population. In a purely updraft-limited regime, the slope approaches zero (i.e.,

dNd/dNCN ≈ 0) and additional particles can be only activated if w is enhanced. Otherwise, the supersaturation is suppressed

at high NCN as more particles compete for the same amount of water, which decreases the maximum supersaturation, Smax,115

at cloud base and in turn also the activation efficiency of CCN into droplets (Twomey, 1977). At some point, w becomes the

limiting factor for every NCN-Nd relationship and the question is in which NCN range limNCN→∞ dNd/dNCN = 0 is reached

under given conditions. The transitional regime where clouds are sensitive to changes in aerosols and updraft is characterized by

a slope between unity and zero, depending on NCN and w as well as the slope of the cumulative aerosol size distribution around

the critical diameters (Pöhlker et al., 2021). Note that the NCN data used here was measured at 60m assuming a well-mixed120

PBL with consistent aerosol size distributions over height (e.g., Adler et al., 2011).

Figure 3 shows that the NCN-Nd relationship at ATTO can be described as aerosol-limited over most of the relevant NCN range.

The multi-year NCN frequency distribution ranges from clean continental air with a few hundreds of CN per cm3 to polluted

continental air with few thousands of CN per cm3 (Andreae, 2009). High NCN levels above ∼ 3000cm−3 rarely occur at ATTO

and have rather been observed in the proximity of major fires, such as in the deforestation hot spots in the southeastern Amazon125

(e.g., Andreae, 2009; Artaxo et al., 2013; Brito et al., 2014). The NCN frequency distribution at ATTO is characteristic for the

atmospheric conditions in central Amazonia, which implies that the aerosol-limitation of the NCN-Nd curve can probably also

be regarded as representative for large parts of the basin. The highest sensitivity of dNd/dNCN ≈ 0.85 occurs in the low NCN

range and is lower than 0.5 at about NCN ≈ 1600 cm−3 (Fig. 3A bottom panel). While such a clear aerosol-limitation has been

expected for wet season conditions (i.e., NCN /500 cm3, see Table S1), it was found here surprisingly also for the polluted dry130

season (i.e., NCN '1000 cm3). The NCN-Nd relationship at ATTO further agrees well with data from a recent aircraft campaign

(Campos Braga et al., 2021a), which resolves Nd as a function of w for a given NCN (Fig. 3A). These data illustrate the wide

variability of Nd depending on updraft conditions at cloud base: for w ' 2ms−1, the NCN-Nd curve is much closer to the

one-to-one line and appears much stronger aerosol-limited than for w / 2ms−1. For the highest NCN values observed, the

curve shows a tendency to level out as expected. This decrease in the slope dNd/dNCN is consistent with the aircraft data in135

Andreae (2009) on smoky and even pyro cumulonimbus (Cb) clouds in the Amazon. All these data sets can be described well

with an empirical exponential fit function as shown in Fig. 3A.

Figure 3B embeds the ATTO NCN-Nd curves into corresponding measurements from marine and continental environments

worldwide. Worth noting is the comparatively close proximity of the Amazonian NCN-Nd curve to the one-to-one line, which

represents high activated aerosol fractions. This agrees well with the generally high CCN efficiencies observed in the central140

Amazon, where 50 to 90 % of all particles can be activated as CCN at a supersaturation of S = 0.5% (Pöhlker et al., 2016,

2018). Such high CCN efficiencies are determined by the characteristic shape of the Amazonian aerosol size distribution,

which typically has the majority of particles within the CCN-relevant size range. Specifically, sub-50 nm particles are sparse,

the accumulation mode typically dominates and accounts for ∼70 % of the particles in the average distribution, and the Aitken
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Figure 3. Relationship between total particle number concentration, NCN, and droplet number concentration, Nd, at cloud base in the ATTO

region, with data sets from previous Amazonian studies (A) and worldwide (B). The ATTO data points (black circular markers) represent

mean values with the error bars for one standard deviation in NCN and 30 % error bars for the uncertainty in Nd according to Rosenfeld et al.

(2016). Panel (A) combines the ATTO NCN-Nd relationship with using in situ aerosol and cloud observations from two aircraft campaigns:

Campos Braga et al. (2021a) reported Nd for flight average NCN values as a function of the updraft velocity w. Andreae et al. (2004) reported

characteristic Nd values and NCN ranges for highly polluted conditions over Amazonian fires. The empirical exponential fit in (A) includes

the data from Andreae et al. (2004). Panel (A) also shows the NCN frequency distribution at ATTO from 2014 to 2021 (top) as well as

the slope dNd/dNCN of the empirical fit function (bottom). Panel (B) combines the ATTO NCN-Nd relationship with data sets worldwide

(Raga and Jonas, 1993; Martin et al., 1994; Ramanathan et al., 2001; Anttila et al., 2012; Kacarab et al., 2020), which are subdivided into

marine (blue) vs continental (green) environments here. The background shading in (B) illustrates the aerosol-limited (defined here through

Nd/NCN ' 0.9), transitional (here 0.9 ' Nd/NCN ' 0.2), and updraft-limited (here Nd/NCN / 0.2) regimes, according to Reutter et al.

(2009). The lower cut-off diameter of NCN is ∼5 nm. In both panels, the 1:1 line is shown for orientation. Cloud probes specified in (A) are

CCP = cloud combination probe and CAS = cloud and aerosol spectrometer (see Campos Braga et al., 2021a).

mode is centered at comparatively large diameters between 67 and 71nm (Franco et al., 2022, and Table S1). Note for com-145

parison that most marine data sets in Fig. 3B show lower activated fractions, which could result from generally lower updrafts

in marine environments <0.5ms−1 Kacarab et al. (e.g., 2020) as well as the typical shape of marine aerosol size distributions

with a pronounced Aitken mode between 20 and 50 nm, which is much smaller than in the Amazon and therefore not particu-

larly prone to act as CCN (e.g., Quinn et al., 2015; Wex et al., 2016; Gong et al., 2020). Note further that the marine NCN-Nd

curves tend to level off at lower NCN / 1000cm−3 than the continental curves, probably also associated with lower w over150
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ocean than over land. It can further be see that wet season NCN levels at ATTO overlaps with the upper range of the marine

NCN data points, which re-emphasizes the concept of Green vs Blue Ocean conditions, in the sense that the pristine rain forest

atmosphere resembles the pristine atmosphere over oceans (Roberts et al., 2001; Williams et al., 2002).

Effective droplet radius and activation of Aitken mode particles as CCN

Figure 4A shows the relationship between Nacc and Nd. The accumulation mode represents the primary source of CCN and,155

therefore, accounts for the majority of the initial droplets at cloud base (Pöhlker et al., 2016, 2018). It has been retrieved here

from a multimodal fitting of the overall particle number size distribution according to Franco et al. (2022), which allows to

discriminate the roles of accumulation vs Aitken mode particles in the cloud droplet formation. The Nacc vs Nd scatter plot

shows a comparatively tight relationship, which can be described by an empirical exponential fit. The BC mass concentration

(MBC) – as a widely used pollution marker and shown here color coding of the data points – increases with Nacc and visualizes160

two clusters of data points for the clean wet vs polluted dry season. Related to Fig. 3, the Nacc-Nd curve levels out at high Nacc,

which implies that w becomes the limiting factor and an increasingly smaller fraction of the accumulation mode particles is

being activated as CCN. At low Nacc, the slope dNd/dNacc approximates unity and the relationship exceeds the one-to-one line.

According to the fit function in Fig. 4A, Nait ≈ 70 are activated as CCN for Nacc = 0. This corresponds to 30 to 40 % of the wet

season Aitken mode population (Table S1). This experimental evidence for a contribution of the Aitken mode to cloud droplet165

formation is consistent with Pöhlker et al. (2021), showing that this effect is particularly strong under conditions with low NCN

(Table S1) and a pronounced bimodal shape of the submicron aerosol population (Machado et al., 2021; Franco et al., 2022)

as encountered during the Amazonian wet season. The relevance of Aitken mode particles for Nd has also been emphasized

in Campos Braga et al. (2021a), where aircraft data and model simulations over the Amazon region and Atlantic Ocean were

compared.170

Figure 4B shows the inverse relationship between Nacc and re,cb5, emphasizing the relevance of the ’cloud albedo effect’ in the

Amazon (Twomey, 1977). The relationship can be well described with an inverse cubic relationship, which is expected since the

decrease in re,cb5 with increasing Nacc scales with the volume. Note that under wet season conditions (i.e., Nacc <200 cm−3),

the average re,cb5 at the reference height ∼800m above cloud base already reaches the threshold of ∼14 µm, at which warm

rain formations starts due to efficient droplet collision and coalescence (Rosenfeld and Gutman, 1994; Campos Braga et al.,175

2021b). This agrees with studies reporting a relatively low height of warm rain formation under wet season conditions in the

Amazon (Braga et al., 2017; ?). With increasing Nacc levels, mostly driven by biomass burning smoke, re −5◦C above cloud

base decreases substantially to about 7 µm. Note in this context that a re of ∼3.7 µm is the lower detection limit of the satellite

retrieval.
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Figure 4. Scatter plots of accumulation mode particle number concentration (Nacc) from ATTO measurements vs droplet number concentra-

tion (Nd) and effective droplet radius (re) at a temperature 5 ◦C above the cloud base to show the droplet evolution. The Nd, as well as the re

are the results from satellite analysis (both 5-point floating average). The shape of the markers distinguishes between different seasons and

the color of the markers scales with the black carbon (BC) mass concentration (MBC) as a measure for biomass burning pollution. The solid

black line represents an empirical exponential fit. The use of the floating average narrows the spread of the scatter diagrams significantly and

emphasises the seasonal variability at the same time. The same plot with raw data without applying a floating average can be found in Fig. 8.

Figures 9, 10, and 11 resolve the relationship by season.

Conclusions180

This three-year study relates measured total aerosol number concentrations (NCN) as well as number concentrations of the

Aitken and accumulation modes (Nait, Nacc) to satellite retrievals of the cloud base height (Hcb), the droplet number con-

centration (Nd) and the effective cloud droplet radius (re) of convective clouds in the central Amazon. The results provide

detailed insights into the cloud microphysics and the following can be concluded: The cloud parameters show a pronounced

seasonality: The cloud base height ranged from ∼500m in the wet season to ∼1500m in the dry season. The wet season185

is further characterized by a low number (Nd = 200− 600cm−3) of comparatively large droplets (re,cb5 = 11− 15µm, at a

reference height ∼800m above cloud base), whereas the dry season clouds are characterized by larger numbers (Nd up to

∼2000 cm−3) of rather small droplets (re,cb5 = 5− 10µm). Nd in the central Amazon react sensitively to changes in NCN and

the NCN-Nd relationship falls in between the aerosol-limited and transitional regimes. This means that even during the biomass

burning season, the central Amazonian clouds are not fully buffered against changes in the aerosol population. With regard to190

the northwest vs southeast gradient in the Amazon basin, it can be extrapolated that clouds in the widely untouched northwest
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are likewise or even more sensitive to changes in the aerosol population, whereas only clouds close to the heavy fires in the

southeast reach a plateau in the NCN-Nd relationship and can be regarded as buffered. Based on the multi-year approach here,

statistically robust relationships between the aerosol and cloud parameters could be obtained, which help to understand and

constrain the complex aerosol-cloud-precipitation interactions in the Amazonian hydrological cycle in order to represent these195

processes more accurately in numerical models.
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Methods

Satellite data analysis

The approach of this study is based on the retrieval of so-called T -re profiles, which estimate the vertical evolution of the

effective cloud droplet radius (re) as a function of temperature (T ) in a cluster of clouds. Satellite images were recorded by200

the VIIRS installed on the Suomi NPP satellite (Hillger et al., 2013, 2014). The VIIRS data are composed of 22 visible-

to-infrared channels that measure the wavelength-dependent intensity of cloud-reflected sunlight and infrared emission in

the spectral range from 0.6 µm to 11.45 µm. Five out of the 22 channels provide a high spatial resolution of 375m, while

the other 17 channels provide a moderate resolution of 750m (Rosenfeld et al., 2014b; Hillger et al., 2014). The two high-

resolution channels at 3.74 µm and 11.45 µm are primarily used in this study. The intensity of the emitted infrared radiation205

at a wavelength of 11.45 µm is proportional to the temperature of the emitting object, approximating black body radiation

(i.e., higher T implies higher intensity in the 11.45 µm channel). The intensity of the radiation at a wavelength of 3.74 µm,

which comprises reflected sun light and black body emission, is inversely correlated with the effective cloud droplet radius

(i.e., smaller re entails higher radiance in the 3.74 µm channel). The lower detection limit for re is 3.7 µm defined by the ratio

between wavelength and re. The upper limit of re is 40 µm due to an exponential drop in intensity.210

Figure 1 provides an illustration of cloud processes and the VIIRS satellite observations. The T -re profiles were obtained from

selected clouds or cloud ensembles within a certain area as shown by means of one example in Fig. 5. The overall region of

interest (ROI), in which subregions (i.e., polygons) for the T -re profile retrieval were selected, is centered around ATTO and

covers 40000 km2 (200× 200 km). Note that the ROI does not include the city of Manaus and its plume, which is directed

most of the time towards the west (Martin et al., 2016). Viewing angles are limited by shadows cast by the clouds if the angle215

between observer (satellite) and light source (sun) gets too wide. Suitable satellite zenith viewing angles (east-west direction)

are limited to a range between −10◦ and 40◦ relative to the satellite path, which eliminates 60 % of all days for investigation, on

which the satellite overpass was not close enough to ATTO. Solar zenith angles are limited between 0◦ and 65◦, which makes

ATTO a well-suited location as it is close to the equator and, thus, always fulfills this requirement. Further, the topography of

the ATTO region is relatively flat. This largely avoids topography-forced updrafts and resulting instabilities in the planetary220

boundary layer (PBL), as the approach of this study requires a homogeneous temperature profile in the boundary layer. Finally,

the dark forest provides an ideal homogeneous background, in strong contrast to the highly reflective clouds. These factors

as well as the broad spectrum of ground-based in situ aerosol observations make ATTO a suitable location for the long-term

satellite investigation.

In total, 203 days from January 2017 to December 2019 had adequate conditions that allowed a retrieval of T -re profiles. Per225

overpass, multiple polygons were selected within the ROI (Fig. 5). All polygons were drawn by hand and meet the following

requirements: (i) All clouds within the polygon are coupled with the PBL, so that the assumption of equal cloud properties

at the same height for clouds in different development states is justified (Lensky and Rosenfeld, 2006). (ii) Each polygon
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includes visible ground areas as the ground temperature is needed to calculate the cloud base height Hcb (Fig. 1, Zheng and

Rosenfeld (2015b)). (iii) The polygon includes clouds in different development states or fully developed clouds with a visible230

side profile to retrieve reliable T -re profiles (see e.g. example for cloud slope in Fig. 5). (iv) Cirrus, multi-layer, decoupled and

semi-transparent clouds are avoided, as they distort the T -re profiles (see Fig. 6).

An exemplary VIIRS image is shown in Fig. 5a. It is a RGB-image (red, green, and blue), where each of the three base color

channels represents one cloud property. Red is correlated with the cloud optical thickness (COT), green is inversely correlated

with the effective cloud droplet radius (re), and blue is correlated with the temperature (T ). The resulting color of each pixel235

is proportional of each property related to the three base colors. For reliable T -re profiles, only coupled cumulus clouds with a

clear field of view can be used. These show up as pink-colored clouds with teal edges. The pink color is a result of an average

COT (medium red), high re at the cloud top (weak green) and their warm temperature compared to higher clouds (strong blue).

The teal edge is a result of small COT (weak red), small re (strong green) and high temperature (strong blue). The ground is

colored in strong blue, since it has the highest temperature. This representation of cloud properties also helps to avoid areas240

that can cause unwanted distortions: Clouds that are marked by bright green shading are decoupled mid-level clouds, as a result

of small re and low temperatures, while semi-transparent cirrus clouds are displayed in dark red or black. They are cold and

contain ice particles, which are detected as re > 40 µm (Fig. 5A and Fig. 6A). Details on the coloring of the satellite plots can

be found in Lensky and Rosenfeld (2008). For the retrieval of the T -re-profiles, the measured re values are binned into 1 ◦C

temperature intervals according to the corresponding pixel. For example, for every pixel with a temperature between 9.5 ◦C245

and 10.5 ◦C, the re values get binned together into a bin centered at 10 ◦C. The 30th percentile (see explanation below) of re

for each temperature is then the re used in the resulting T -re-profile for each polygon. For the T -re-profile retrieval within a

given ROI, three different averaging methods were applied and compared:

1. Polygons average: Averaging of the individual T -re profiles from all individual polygons in Fig. 5A, which yielded the

black profile in Fig. 5B.250

2. Polygons unified: Retrieval of the T -re profile after merging all polygons in Fig. 5A and, thus, eliminating duplicated

pixels, which yielded the brown profile in Fig. 5B.

3. Total area: Retrieval of the T -re profile from the entire VIIRS image, which yielded the green profile in Fig. 5B.

Figures 5B and 6B show the comparison of the T -re profiles from aforementioned methods: The T -re profiles from the aver-

aged polygons and unified polygons approaches are comparable and vary only in some aspects. The T -re profile of the entire255

VIIRS image through the total area approach, however, can deviate strongly, especially when decoupled mid-level or cirrus

clouds are present (Figure 6). The unified polygons approach yields the smoothest T -re profiles, but comparing all methods to

model and ground data shows that the averaged polygons approach yields the best approximation of cloud properties, such as

Hcb and cloud base T . This is expected, because the unified polygons use the overall warmest cloud pixel detected as cloud

base, this leads to a systic overestimaton of the lcoud base T, which results in an underestimation of Hcb for the unified polygons260
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approach, while this bias is eliminated by the averaged polygons approach. Therefore the averaged polygons T -re profiles are

used for all of the further analyses. Outliers within the same overpass are removed.

ATTO

Coupled
Cumulus
clouds

Cloud Slope

Figure 5. Exemplary VIIRS image of the ATTO region with the cloud scenery on 13 December 2017 (A) and the corresponding T -re profiles

(B). (A) The VIIRS image covers 200 km x 200 km with the ATTO site being marked as the white star. In the triangular color scale, blue

indicates the highest temperatures (T ) near the surface, representing cloud-free areas. Red indicates cloud optical thickness (COT) with

intense, dark red showing high COT and thus regions of deep clouds, while pink shows regions with shallow convective clouds. Green

color shows the inverse effective cloud droplet radius (re) with more intense green for smaller re. In this figure the teal pixels are low level

clouds with low COT, small re and high T . The warmest pixels of these clouds have been interpreted as cloud base. The polygons in (A)

show different regions that were averaged to retrieve the T -re profiles shown in (B): Black polygons were analysed individually to retrieve

individual T -re profiles that were subsequently averaged, yielding the black profile in (B) (averaged polygons). Brown polygons correspond

to the combination of all black polygons treating it as one without overlap, yielding the brown T -re profile in (B) (unified polygons). The

green T -re profile in (B) was obtained from the entire field of view in (A) (total area). The blue line in (B) shows the fitted adiabatic

growth curve for this example case, calculated from the T -re profile and the adiabatic liquid water content (LWC) from National Centers for

Environmental Prediction (NCEP) reanalysis data. The average cloud base height (Hcb) is reported as 700± 130m and Nd calculated from

the fitted adiabatic growth curve is 290± 110 cm−3.

Here, we describe the T -re data analysis briefly, while more details can be found in Rosenfeld et al. (2016), Zheng and

Rosenfeld (2015b), Yue et al. (2019), and Efraim et al. (2021). Assuming a linear decrease in T with height in the boundary
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ATTO

Cirrus Clouds

Decouped Midlevel Clouds

Distortion by
Cirrus Clouds

Distortion by
Decoupled 
Midlevel
Clouds

Figure 6. Exemplary VIIRS image of the ATTO region with the cloud scenery on 2 February 2017 (a) and the corresponding T -re profiles

(b). This example emphasizes the influences of distortions, like mid-level and cirrus clouds, on the T -re profiles, especially when different

regions are considered (averaged polygons vs unified polygons vs total area). For details and layout aspects of this figure, refer to the caption

of Fig. 5.

layer, the cloud base height (Hcb) is calculated based on the temperature difference between the cloud bin that represents the265

highest temperature (in which 40 % of the pixels passed the cloud mask) and the average surface temperature Tsfc at 2m above

ground from reanalysis data (Zheng and Rosenfeld, 2015b), using the boundary layer dry lapse rate of 9.8K/1000m (Zheng

and Rosenfeld, 2015a), with 130m accuracy, due to the binning of T to 1 °C. The comparatively low resolution of the NCEP

model requires a correction of Hcb with the satellite measured surface height. The cloud base temperature, Tcb, is crucial for

the calculation of Nd at cloud base. The inherent uncertainty for the VIIRS T measurement is ±0.2 °C (Tobin et al., 2013),270

which contributes significantly to the uncertainty in the calculated Nd. Likewise the accuracy of the cloud mask in predicting

cloud pixels contributes to the uncertainty in Nd Zhu et al. (2014). Assuming adiabatic growth, Nd is calculated by fitting the

evolution of re with T and comparing it to the corresponding adiabatic liquid water content (LWC), based on Tcb and the NCEP

reanalysis data, as described by Rosenfeld et al. (2016). The adiabatic LWC is corrected for entrainment effects by an empirical

factor of 1/1.3 following Freud et al. (2011). According to Rosenfeld et al. (2016), the uncertainty of the retrieved Nd is within275

30 %, which can be regarded as an upper limit. Recent improvements of the method have likely reduced the uncertainty by

now. There have been no statistical analysis with aircraft data as a cross reference since the method got updated, therefore
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an uncertainty below 30 % can not be quantified yet. Multiple studies reported a systematic overestimation of the satellite-

retrieved re of ∼20 % (Painemal and Zuidema, 2011; Painemal et al., 2021; Noble and Hudson, 2015), while others did not

find such a systematic overestimation (Witte et al., 2018). To account for this widely recognized systematic overestimation280

the 30th percentile value of all re within the same 1 °C temperature bin are used. The average deviation of re found in this

studies lie between 5 and 15 %. The re at 5 °C above cloud base indicates the adiabatic growth rate after droplet activation.

This level of 5 °C is chosen, because of the distance to the cloud base is large enough to sufficiently represent the overall trend

for the growth rate, while droplets are still predominantly smaller than 14 µm, even in the wet season, to prevent the influence

of starting coalescence (Rosenfeld and Gutman, 1994; Campos Braga et al., 2021b).285

The Amazon Tall Tower Observatory (ATTO)

The Amazon Tall Tower Observatory has been established in 2011/12 in central Amazonia to explore and monitor funda-

mental climatic, biogeochemical, and atmospheric parameters over decades (Andreae et al., 2015). The ATTO site (2.146◦ S,

59.006◦W, 130 m above sea level) is located ∼150 km northeast of the city of Manaus, Brazil, in a region with largely un-

touched primary rain forest. An overview of the atmospheric, geographic, and ecological conditions as well as commonly290

encountered air masses can be found in Andreae et al. (2015) and Pöhlker et al. (2019). Characteristic aerosol and CCN condi-

tions at ATTO have been described in numerous studies (e.g., Pöhlker et al., 2016, 2018; Saturno et al., 2018; Moran-Zuloaga

et al., 2018b; Holanda et al., 2020; Franco et al., 2022).

Cloud base height and boundary layer height measurements at ATTO

During 2017 and 2018, the lifting condensation level (LCL) was calculated from temperature and humidity measurements at295

60m height on the 80m tall walk-up tower at the ATTO site (Andreae et al., 2015). In addition, cloud base height measurements

have been conducted at ATTO since 2015 with a CHM 15k-ceilometer, which is a single-wavelength elastic-backscatter lidar,

originally sold by Jenoptik AG, Jena, Germany, since 2014 sold by Lufft GmbH, Fellbach, Germany (for details, see e.g.

Wiegner and Geiß, 2012; Hervo et al., 2016). Also the average boundary layer height (BLH) from ERA5 reanalysis data

(https://www.ecmwf.int/en/forecasts/dataset/ecmwf-reanalysis-v5) for the region 50 km around ATTO is in good agreement300

with the cloud base height of coupled cumulus clouds.

Aerosol measurements at ATTO

Particle number size distributions were measured by a Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS, TSI Inc., Shoreview, USA;

model 3080 and later model 3082) with a condensation particle counter (CPC, model 3772). The instrument is sampling air

from the 60m inlet on the triangular mast and is located in an air-conditioned laboratory container at the foot of the tower.305

Sample air was transported through a stainless steel tube (finetron tubes, Dockweiler AG, Neustadt-Glewe, Germany) and dried

by an automatic regenerating silica gel adsorption aerosol dryer, as described in Tuch et al. (2009), to a relative humidity (RH)
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below 40 %. Values are corrected for standard conditions (Temperature 273.15K, Pressure 1013.25 hPa and inlet transmission

losses following (Von Der Weiden et al., 2009; Moran-Zuloaga et al., 2018a). The SMPS measurements cover a particle

diameter range from 10 to 400 nm. Frequent size accuracy tests were performed by using monodisperse polystyrene latex310

particles, and the data quality was continuously verified by complementary measurements by another condensation particle

counter (CPC) running in parallel. Data were acquired and exported with the Aerosol Instrument Manager Software (AIM,

Version 9 & 10, TSI Inc.) and corrected for standard temperature and pressure (STP, 273.15K, 1013.25 hPa) as well as

for inlet transmission losses following the approach as described in von der Weiden et al. (2009) and Moran-Zuloaga et al.

(2018b). Further, the data were checked by visual inspection for instrument malfunction events. The acquired particle size315

distributions were fitted by a multi-modal log-normal distribution function developed by Franco et al. (2022) to determine

the Aitken and accumulation mode number concentrations. Accordingly, the Aitken mode (Nait) is defined as particles with

diameters of 50 nm< D < 100 nm and the accumulation mode (Nacc) as particles with diameters of 100 nm< D < 400 nm.

The total particle concentration (NCN) here is the integral of the entire SMPS size range (i.e., 10 to 400 nm). The black carbon

mass concentration (MBC) was obtained through measurements of the aerosol light absorption coefficient at a wavelength of320

637 nm by a multi-angle absorption photometer, (MAAP, model 5012, Thermo Electron Group, Waltham, USA), assuming a

mass absorption cross section of 6.6m2 g−1 (for details, refer to Saturno et al., 2018).

Selection and preparation of ground and satellite data

Only ATTO ground data between 16:00 and 17:30 UTC (12:00 and 13:30 local time), which is right before and during the

satellite overpass (between 17:10 and 17:45 UTC), were considered and averaged for this analysis. This represents the closest325

approximation of the aerosol population that had served as CCN for the cloud(s) recorded in the VIIRS images. Both, aerosol

and cloud data, can vary greatly on the scale of hours. They also do not necessarily follow the same trend, as environmental

influences can affect both parameters independently. Therefore, all ATTO time series were pre-processed with a 5-point moving

average to filter out most of the short-term variability to emphasize the characteristic seasonal conditions and trends. The

floating 5-point average has been found in the course of an iterative evaluation process as the best compromise between noise330

reduction and preservation of details.
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Table S1. Typical particle number concentrations under central Amazonian wet and dry season conditions. Specifically, the total

number concentration of all condensation nuclei (NCN), the particle number concentrations of Aitken, accumulation, and coarse

modes (NAit, Nacc, Ncoarse), as well as the corresponding mode peak diameters (DAit, Dacc, Dcoarse) are summarized here.

Parameter Unit Wet season Dry season References

NCN [cm3] 300− 400 1250− 1500 Moran-Zuloaga et al. (2018a); Varanda Rizzo et al. (2018)

Nait [cm3] 180− 250 310− 480 Pöhlker et al. (2016); Varanda Rizzo et al. (2018)

Nacc [cm3] 150− 160 670− 1350 Pöhlker et al. (2016); Varanda Rizzo et al. (2018)

Ncoarse [cm3] 0.4± 0.3 1.2± 0.8 Moran-Zuloaga et al. (2018a); Prass et al. (2021)

DAit [nm] 67− 71 68− 71 Pöhlker et al. (2016); Varanda Rizzo et al. (2018); Franco et al. (2022)

Dacc [nm] 153− 172 146− 161 Pöhlker et al. (2016); Varanda Rizzo et al. (2018); Franco et al. (2022)

Dcoarse [nm] ∼2000 ∼1500 Moran-Zuloaga et al. (2018a), Andreae et al. (2015)
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Figure 7. Annual data separated by year. All 3 years show the same annual trends. Significant outlier is the August aerosol data in panel D.

While 2017 and 2018 have significantly lower than average aerosol concentration, August 2019 shows significantly higher concentrations.

This period Also has the biggest variance of aerosol data over the 6 year period where SMPS data at ATTO is available. Even though Aerosol

data is vastly increased in August 2019 the Nd is only slightly increased in comparison, indicating a very low activation efficiency. This is

the only occasion, in the three-year period, with wind direction directly north, carrying fresh fire plumes into the ATTO region that usually

don’t reach that far north.
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Figure 8. Scatter Plot raw data. Shows overall the same trend than Figure 4, the higher variability is related to the small time window of only

1.5 hours each overflight and the changing conditions especially in the dry season.
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Figure 9. Wet season Scatter Plot. More points above the 1:1-line compared to the other seasons, due to stronger contribution of Aitken

Mode Particles to Nd. Spread in Results origin from less robust T -Re fits. Because of the high growth rate fewer amount of points can be

considered for ta Adiabatic fit curve.
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Figure 10. Dry season Scatter Plot. Very inconsistent conditions during this season result in large spread of results. Wind directions as well

as aerosol loads and origin are constantly shifting during this time. Especially between the 3 different year 2019 showed different overall

conditions compared to 2017 and 2018 especially during August. (See 7)
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Figure 11. Transition season Scatter Plot. Follows closest to the theoretical expected values. Overall low black carbon mass, but stable

conditions with enough Nd activation for robust T -Re profiles.
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2.4 Cloud microphysical zones in the Amazon

This chapter contains a manuscript draft in a complete but still preliminary
state that will be submitted to a peer-reviewed journal:

Lauer, O.; Andreae, M. O.; Artaxo, P.; Campos Braga, R.; Efraim, A.; Kremper, L. A.;
Franco Marco A.and Pöschl, U.; Zheng, Y.; Zhu, Y.; Rosenfeld, D., and Pöhlker, M. L.:
“Cloud Microphysical Zones in the Amazon”. In Preparation. (2022).

Contribution to this chapter by Oliver Lauer: This manuscript is currently in prepa-
ration and I am the first and main author of this manuscript. My personal contribu-
tion includes the processing, quality assurance and analysis of the satellite data. I
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Abstract. Aerosol effects on clouds and climate have remained highly uncertain (e.g., ). Here, we present a three-year study on

aerosol-induced effects on convective clouds over remote regions in the central Amazon rain forest. It combines in-situ aerosol

data with high-resolution satellite retrievals. Our analysis resolves the entire vertical structure of the clouds and distinguishes

the microphysical zones of condensational droplet growth, collision and coalescence, secondary droplet activation, the mixed

phase of water and ice particles as well as the ice phase. The vertical profiles of the effective radius of cloud particles as a5

function of temperature differ strongly between the low aerosol conditions during the wet season and the biomass burning

smoke dominated dry season. Also the vertical depth of the cloud microphysical zones is strongly seasonal. the seasonality

is most pronounced for the condensational growth zone, which is much deeper in the dry than in the wet season. In contrast,

the secondary activation zone plays a more significant role in the wet than in the dry season. Our findings underline that the

strongly variable aerosol population in the Amazon has profound effects of the microphysical processes and vertical profiles10

of convective clouds.
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1 Introduction

Aerosols and clouds are main factors in the climate system (Forster et al., 2021). Knowledge gaps in our process understanding

of aerosol–cloud interactions, however, contribute significant uncertainty to current radiative forcing estimates (Mülmenstädt

and Feingold, 2018; Carslaw et al., 2013). A particular challenge is the bridging of scales from the microphysical process levels15

in individual clouds to global scales to assess their role in the climate system. Coupled cumulus clouds are one of the most

common cloud types worldwide. They are also in focus of the present study. Figure 1 illustrates the microphysical processes

and the corresponding microphysical zones in the vertical structure of a deep convective cumulus cloud.

As a result of atmospheric instabilities, air parcels rise above the top of the planetary boundary layer (PBT) and form con-

vective cumulus clouds. With increasing altitude, the pressure in the lifted air parcel decreases, expansion cooling reduces the20

maximum partial pressure of water vapor, and as a result the relative humidity (RH) increases. Water starts to condense on a

fraction of the aerosol particle population, when the RH exceeds water saturation and creates a water vapor supersaturation S.

The combination of particle size distribution and hygroscopicity defines the aerosol particle fraction that is being activated as

cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) (Köhler, 1936; Howell, 1949; Andreae and Rosenfeld, 2008). The critical diameter (Dcrit)

marks the cutoff point for aerosol particles that get activated into cloud droplets, assuming a constant chemical composition25

(i.e., comparable hygroscopicity parameter κ). The Dcrit is shifted to smaller diameters for higher S as a result of higher w

as well as for low aerosol abundance and high κ. Depending on w as well as the aerosol concentration and size distribution,

a stable maximum supersaturation Smax is established at the base of the newly formed cloud, which defines the number con-

centration of CCN (NCCN(S)) and the initial droplet number concentration (Nd). The altitude level of Smax marks the point in

the cloud where the flux of excess water vapor driven by expansion cooling and the available surface area for condensation are30

in equilibrium. Above the level of Smax, S drops again as the growing droplets provide sufficient surface area for continuous

condensation, which, in turn, releases latent heat, stabilizes the updraft and, therefore, secures the supply of humid air form the

PBL.

After the primary cloud droplet activation at cloud base, the droplets grow adiabatically in the condensation zone, which is

characterized by a stable Nd, a narrow droplet size distribution, and constant droplet growth rate. The condensation zone reaches35

from the cloud base to the altitude where the median effective droplet radius (re) exceeds 14−15 µm. At this size, coalescence

becomes the dominating microphysical process and droplets will merge into much bigger droplets widening the droplet size

distribution and reducing Nd. The growth through the merging droplets is much faster than adiabatic condensational growth. In

this coalescence zone, droplets grow to a size that their aerodynamic drag is lower than their gravitational pull, initiating warm

rain formation. Therefore, the rain onset height typically corresponds to the altitude of the coalescence zone. Coalescense and40

warm rain formation reduces w as well as the integral surface of the droplet population as well as the rate of water vapor

condensation. This process, in turn, can increase S even beyond Smax at cloud base and, therefore, initiate the activation of

new particle into cloud droplets. This process is called secondary droplet activation and the can occur on the particle fraction

that was either not activated at cloud base and subsequently transported upwards or on particles being entrained at the cloud
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Figure 1. Illustration of basic microphysical processes and corresponding microphysical zones in Amazonian convective clouds. Refer also

to related scheme in Lauer et al. (2022).

boundaries. The activation in this area is not as sharp as at cloud base and widens the droplet size distribution considerably.45

The secondary droplet activation zone (SAZ) at higher altitude also invigorates w and releases further latent heat, which, in

turn, extends the vertical cloud development and its longevity.

When the droplets reach altitudes with temperatures well below 0°C, first ice particles start to form. This is typically gradual

process described as mixed phase where liquid and frozen particles coexist. In clouds that formed in polluted regimes and

have high Nd, the condensation zone can extend up to the freezing level without major coalescence. For comparatively narrow50

droplet size distributions, the most droplets freeze at a similar temperature, typically around −10°C, which reduces the mixed

phase to a rather thin layer. For clouds that reach the freezing levels when coalescence is already happening, the wider droplet

size distribution leads to a vertically more extended mixed phase and a lower initial freezing temperature at ∼−5°C as a

result of the bigger droplets present. Clouds that experienced secondary activation before reaching the freezing level, typically

develop a vertically extended mixed phase as a result of the small droplets activated at high altitude. They freeze at much lower55
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temperatures than the comparatively large particles after coalescence. Extended mixed phases can reach from −5 to −10−5°C

and will not reach full glaciation before −25 to −30−5°C. Over the mixed phase, the ice phase is located and defined as the

microphysical zone where no liquid water is present any more. This is typically reached between −15 to −30−5°C. Large

cumulonimbus anvil clouds with significant ice phases spawn cirrus clouds due to strong wind shear at the cloud top.

Satellite observations are a particularly valuable tool to investigate aerosol and cloud properties on large geographic scales. In60

this study we combined aerosol in situ observation with high-resolution remote sensing observations of cloud microphysical

properties from the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) on the Suomi National Polar-orbiting Partnership

(NPP) satellite. The VIIRS approach and data analysis has been outlined in Rosenfeld et al. (2014), Lauer et al. (2022), Yue

et al. (2019), and Efraim et al. (2022b). The study was conducted in the Amazon rain forest, which is an ecosystem of particular

importance in the Earth system .65

2 Methods

2.1 Satellite data analysis

This study is based on the retrieval of so-called T -re profiles, which estimate the vertical evolution of the effective cloud droplet

radius (re) as a function of temperature (T ) in a cluster of clouds. Satellite images were recorded by the VIIRS installed on the

Suomi NPP satellite (Hillger et al., 2013, 2014). A detailed description of the data analysis can be found in the related study70

by Lauer et al. (2022). Further information can be found in Yue et al. (2019) and Efraim et al. (2022b).

T -re profiles are a new approach to investigate aerosol cloud interactions and cloud micropysics and utilizes the high resolution

of modern instrumentation of last generation meterological satellites like the SuomiNPP satellite, equipped with the VIIRS that

provides a resolution of 325 m in its 5 main channels and a 750 m resolution in the other 17 channels. The main channels used

for T -re profiles area the 3.7µm and the 11.7µm infrared channels. While the first is used to retrieve re, the latter is the main75

channel for T recording (Rosenfeld et al., 2014; Hillger et al., 2014). Afterwards all pixels in the investigated area got binned

into temperature bins with 1◦C width to prepare the raw data for the cloud mask that filters the raw data for cloud pixels. The

homogeneous background of the dense vegetation in the Amazon improves the performance of this crucial task. The warmest

temperature where 40 % of the pixels pass the cloud mask (Zhu et al., 2014) determines the cloud base temperature. It is

essential to find an accurate cloud base height, since the CCN calculation is most sensitive to an accurately detected cloud80

base height. To determine the cloud base height, the constant lapse rate in the boundary layer of 9.8Kkm−1 is utilized in

combination with the T difference between the the cloud base temperature and the 2 m above ground level air temperature

received form reanalysis data (Rosenfeld et al., 2016). The SuomiNPP satellite is a polar orbiting satellite, therefore it is not

possible to resolve diurnal trends and developments. All data was received between 12:15 and 12:45 local time.
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The data was filtered to fit the limitations for T -re profiles, including solar and viewing angles, and suitable cloud coverage. For85

every satellite overpass that fulfilled the requirements, several polygons were selected by hand following Lauer et al. (2022)

with a standard test for outliers. With the goal of a conclusive and statistical robust picture on the seasonal difference and the

influence of aerosols on cloud microphysics above the Amazon, 189 days comprising 881 T -re profiles between the beginning

of 2017 and the end of 2019 have been evaluated. The interpretation of the T -re profiles has been automated with a dedicated

algorithm that analyzes the geometrical shape of the profile, but also accounts for physical and meteorological limitations90

(Efraim et al., 2022b; Lauer et al., 2022).

2.2 Definition of cloud microphysical zone

Based on the T -re profiles, the microphysical zones are define here as follows:

– Condensation zone: The condensation zone starts at the cloud base and extends vertically until coalescence occurs. To

define the condensation zone, an adiabatic curve is fitted to the T -re profile, excluding the lowest re values, because of95

semitransparent cloud edges and resulting ground contamination of the measured re values. To get the best possible fit,

all re values below 15 µm that are not effected by ground contamination are considered for the adiabatic fit. For the final

fit, a Nd combination of at least 5 consecutive points that show the best fit to the satellite data were chosen to calculate

the adiabatic curve. In case no 5 points in the defined size range were found, the fit was forced through the origin and

the last re value smaller than 15 µm. This case only occurs in very clean conditions with NCCN below 160 cm−3 at cloud100

base. In this case, individual droplet growth is too fast to find enough points for a regular adiabatic fit curve.

– Entrainment zone: In some cases, on top of the condensation zone, the effective radius grows slower than expected

by the adiabatic fit curve (Sup.: 4). A possible explanation is a wrong detected cloud base, when the actual cloud base

was not found and the lowest detected re is >10 µm. In many cases this cant be the possible explanation since the right

cloud bases are detected indicated by the lowest re being at a realistic value at 5µm. This signature can be detected more105

frequently in clean conditions. A possible explanation is Entrainment near the cloud base caused by an low unstable

updraft when the latent heat released at cloud base is not high enough to establish a stable updraft dry entrainment can

occur. The entrained dry air can evaporate already activated droplets especially locally at the cloud edges reducing the

surface area available and removing water form the cloud, if the air parcel rises further new condensation can occur

leading to the unspecific T -re profile.(reference)110

– Coalescense zone: In the coalescence zone, droplet collision and coalescence into larger droplets causes growth rates

higher than expected from adiabatic growth only (Sup.: 4). Droplets need to have a minimum re of 12− 15 µm to

collide efficiently. Depending on the best fit curve found in the condensation zone, the coalescence zone can start before

15 µm, but the starting point can not be at higher values. The start of the coalescence zone also marks the point where

precipitation is initiated. The Nd decreases sharply in the coalescence zone and can cause the updraft to stall as a result of115

insufficient condensation area, limiting the release of latent heat. In this case the top of the coalescence zone corresponds
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to the cloud top. In case the updraft does not stall completely, the reduced condensation caused by the limited surface

area at the top of the coalescence zone causes the S to increase. In this area of the cloud, the S can exceed the initial

supersaturation at cloud base, with the effect of secondary droplet activation marking the beginning of the secondary

activation zone (SAZ).120

– Secondary droplet activation zone (SAZ): The start of the secondary activation zone is indicated by a vertically con-

stant or receding re. In any case the slope has to be steeper (or negative) compared to the adiabatic curve for a SAZ to

be detected. This signature in the profile is cause by the new droplet nucleation. The additional droplets shift the median

droplet size to smaller values, compared to the expected adiabatic growth. The effects of secondary activation and coa-

lescence can cancel each other out. It is important to note that the algorithm can only detect zones correctly where one125

of the microphysical processes is dominating. The vertical height of the SAZ is no indicator for the intensity of the sec-

ondary activation. Neither the numerical nor the volumetric increase of droplets can be quantified. secondary activation

and coalescence can overlap, therefore, the maximum S does not have to be at the beginning of the SAZ. But since the

absolute humidity is highest for warmer temperatures the higher the initial temperature of the SAZ is, the more potential

it has for secondary activation. The droplet size distribution widens significantly due to the secondary activation and for130

the droplet size distribution a vertically bigger SAZ does increase the spread further as a result of the indistinct activation

in the SAZ (Braga et al., 2022; Niedermeier et al., 2020). Secondary activation can also occur during condensation, only

several hundred meters above the cloud base. When the initial maximum supersaturation at the cloud base is very low

and, therefore, the Nd is high, a scenario that typically happens on at high pollution during the dry season. In this cases,

the sudden release of latent heat at the cloud base increases the updraft fast enough to cause a second, stronger maximum135

in supersaturation at higher altitude. Cases that show this behavior were filtered out, because they cause the fitting of the

adiabatic curve to fail, making it impossible to determine the Nd at cloud base and detect microphysical zones reliably.

The mechanism is detailed in Efraim et al. (2022a). If secondary activation is detected before the first coalescence zone

it is marked as entrainment (Sup. 7).

– Mixed phase, comprising ice particle and water droplets: The beginning of the mixed phase is the most challenging140

interface to determine. It is important to know that the biggest droplets that can be detected by the algorithm for the

effective radius are 40 µm and ice particles get detected as particles >40 µm. The beginning of the mixed phase is the

easiest to detect in polluted cases where the condensation zone reaches high enough to reach freezing level. In this case

the very homogeneous droplet size distribution causes to freeze all droplets at nearly the same premature causing a rapid

increase of the detected effective radius to the detection limit in only 2 to 3 degree. Detecting the beginning of the mixed145

phase after a large SAZ is not as clear cut and leaves room for interpretation. The effective radius increases gradually

but starts to exceed droplet sizes that are not physically explainable indicating the introduction of ice particle that shift

the median value of the detected effective radii to bigger sizes. The algorithm searches constantly for the points in the

T -re profile with the most pronounced local curvature. To determine the mixed phase by empirical testing a value of 28

µm at a temperature >0 ◦C indicates that ice nucleation started. to determine the start of the mixed phase the last local150
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maximum curvature before this value is chosen as the start of the mixed phase. if no local maximum curvature is found

mixed phase starts at re > 30 µm or temperatures lower 0 ◦C.

– Ice phase: The ice phase starts when the median effective radius approaches the detection limit. If the median effective

radius is > 39 µm full crystallisation completed. From this point to the top of the cloud the cloud only contains ice

particles.155

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Vertical profiles of tropical cumulus clouds

Using T-Re profiles, coupled cumulus clouds can be split into different mycropysical zones in vertical direction. The zones

differentiate by the dominant mycrophysical process dominant at the given altitude. The most important processes happening

inside a cloud are phase changes of water, depending on temperature and pressure gradients, supplemented by coalescence,160

precipitation and entrainment. Starting from the base of the cloud where aerosols and moist air form the boundary layer

enter the cloud with the updraft. Utilization of T-Re profiles allowes in depth investigation into cloud microphysics, besides

calculating CCN at cloud base. The different zones and how they are determined is described in Efraim et al. (2022b).

As shown in Figure 2 the mycrophysical structure or clouds underlies drastic seasonal changes. The cloud base temperature

is in average 1 ◦C warmer in the wet season in comparison to the dry season. When taking the on average higher surface165

temperature and lower humidity during the dry season into account the detected average cloud base height is more than 500

m higher in the dry season, than the cloud base height detected in the wet season, which is 675 m above ground. While the

cloud base height is only determined by meteorological factors, the low aerosol loads during the wet season lead to an aerosol

limited droplet activation at cloud base as showen in Lauer et al (2022). As a result we detect on average 3 times lower CCN

numbers during the wet season which increase the growth rate of droplets. In the most extreme cases during may the CCN170

number at cloud base is below 150 cm-3 making it difficult to fit an adiabatic curve because the coalescence already starts 5 ◦C

above cloud base. On average coalescence consistently occurs at much lower altitude than during the dry season, with a low

precipitation onset producing warm rain-out during the wet season.
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Figure 2. Averaged T -re-profiles for the wet and dry season, including the corresponding adiabatic curves and the limit for condensational

growth at 15 µm. On the right Schematic vertical distribution of microphisical zones during the wet and dry season. The zones are auto-

matically detected by different methods described in Efraim et al. (2022b). The table shows the average values for different cloud properties

calculated from all cases found during the corresponding season. The colored shades show the standard distribution for all cases considered

during the respective season.

3.2 Seasonality of micropysical zones in tropical cumulus clouds

Fig. 3 shows a high correlation between the cloud microphysical zones and the total aerosole load measured at ATTO. Warm175

rain-out enables a secondary droplet activation zone after most of the surface area available for condensation depleted with the

droplets removed by precipitation. This causes the supersaturation to rise again to the point where it can exceed the supersat-

uration at cloud base leading to new particle activation of particles that were not able to activate at cloud base. Additionally

particles entrained above cloud base contribute to the new droplet formation in the secondary activation zone (SAZ).

3 show the highest vertical expansion for the SAZ for a Nd at cloud base between 250-500 cm-3. Clouds with higher droplet180

activation tend to reach the mixed phase before precipitation depletes the surface area to the point condensation gets limited.
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Figure 3. Microphysical structure of tropical cumulus clouds at ATTO. Much larger condensation zones in the dry season due to lower

growth rate of the droplets. Entrainment is strongest during the wet season, low during dry season. Coalescence constant during the year if

no entrainment detected. Secondary activation mostly during the Wet season, less during the transition season and nearly none during the

dry season. Largest mix phase in the wet and transition season, potentially related to stronger secondary activation. The Ice phase starts

below -20 ◦C in the wet season and above that temperature in the dry season. All data is plotted as 9-point-floating average to reduce noise

and emphasize seasonal trends.the chart does not represent the vertical structure of the investigated cloud microphysical zones, but shows

the combined vertical expansion of the different microphysic zones in the order they usually can be observed. Especially Coalescence and

secondary activation can alter multiple times before reaching the mixed phase (Sup.: 5). The vertical size of the zones is no indicator for the

intensity of the microplhysic processes that occur, they only show which process is dominant in the given region.

Clouds below 250 cm-3 often rain out at such low altitude that the latent heat released by condensation is not enough to

maintain an updraft. Clouds that form in very clean conditions with initial Nd at cloud base below 200 cm-3 can include a SAZ

that is small in height but can invigorate the updraft enough to keep the cloud expanding into cumulonimbus anvil clouds.
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Note that Fig. 3 combines all measured clouds, therefore clouds that dissipate at lower altitude contribute only to the low185

level of the mycrophysical zones stacked in this figure. Therefore, Fig. 3 does not represent the amount of secondary activation

occurring. Neither the numerical nor the volumetric increase of droplets can be quantified, because other than at cloud base

there is no sharp level of maximum supersaturation, but activation happens gradually. Also the number of droplets that didn’t

precipitate and are left over from initial cloud base activation can not be quantified. Therefore a larger vertical expansion of a

SAZ is not synonymous with more secondary activation.190

However, we Fig. 3 shows a relationship between the vertically extension of the SAZ and a more pronounced mixed phase.

The gradual activation in the SAZ causes a wider droplet size distribution and freezing temperatures are strongly dependent

on droplet radii. The wide droplet size distributions caused by vertically pronounced SAZs directly influences the vertical size

of the mixed phase. This is likely to lead to wider ice particle distributions that can promote charge separation due to different

aerodynamic drag and consequently more severe weather events. Besides the influence on the freezing processes the SAZ195

increases the liquid water content of the cloud as well as the longevity.

Especially coalescence zones and SAZ can alternate multiple times before reaching freezing altitudes. This happens when the

newly activated particles quickly grow to a size the can start coalescence and additional war rain-out is triggered. Precipitation

from the mixed or ice phase is not investigated since T-Re profiles do not provide the necessary insight.Coalescence is playing

a significant role in the mixed phase as well but the microphysics in this region are complex ;therefore as soon as ice particles200

are detected all this processes are combined under mixed phase that expand vertically until full crystallization is reached at

which point the ice phase starts.

During the dry season N−d at cloud base can be so high that warm rain-out is suppressed before the droplets reach freezing

temperatures. The higher number of droplets at cloud base cause a slower individual droplet growth postponing coalescence to

higher altitudes. In very polluted conditions during the burning season and when wind direction changes more south the droplet205

growth is slow enough for the condensation zone to directly reach freezing levels before coalescence occurs. Compared to the

wet season with rising aerosol loads clouds often do not reach the ice phase or coalescence zone at all, but dissipate at lower

levels for the investigated time frame between 12:15 and 12:45 local time. When the satellite passes the investigated region

used in this study.

Precipitation from the mixed or ice phase is not investigated since T-Re profiles do not provide the necessary insight.Coalescence210

is playing a significant role in the mixed phase as well but the microphysics in this region are complex ;therefore as soon as

ice particles are detected all this processes are combined under mixed phase that expand vertically until full crystallization is

reached at which point the ice phase starts.
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4 Conclusions

We showed that the cloud microphysics can be regarded rather as aerosol-limited than updraft-limited, which means that central215

Amazonian clouds react sensitively to changes in the aerosol population. This paper shows that this finding is not only limiting

the view on the cloud base droplet activation but also the role aerosols play in cloud mycrophysics at elevated altitudes. The

influence of Aerosols on cloud development is manifold even during the majority of the dry season. Additionally at least 3

different mechanisms that result in additional droplet activation above the cloud base have been observed.

(1) Secondary droplet activation after warm rain-out happens frequently and is an important factor to retain buoyancy after220

warm rain-out in coupled cumulus clouds during the wet season. The resulting spread in droplet size distribution as a con-

sequence of the new droplet formation strongly influences ice nucleation and mycrophysical processes in the ice phase as a

whole.

(2) Dry entrainment can lead to a SAZ zone before rain-out and above condensation. This is most often observed during

the cleanest annual condition end of April and the first half of may. The strong aerosol limitation hempen the release of latent225

heat and subsequently updraft stabilization at cloud base.This cal lead to a wider activation zone with no sharp horizon for the

maximum supersaturation.

(3) For highly polluted conditions secondary activation happens already during condensation. It violates the principle of

homogeneous growth during condensation and leads to gross overestimation of the detected Nd when using T-Re profiles

and no adiabatic curve can be fitted. Therefore cases that showed this behavior had to be excluded from this study and were230

investigated in a separate study (Efraim et al. (2022a)).

The much stronger and more complex influence of aerosols and cloud mycrophysics found in this study raise additional

concerns of the land use and the increasing deforestation efforts in the Amazon region. The methods used in this study can also

serve as a blueprint to future satellite investigation of large scale investigation of regional cloud microphysics which are highly

requested to improve regional and global cloud models.235
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Figure 4. Illustration of the principle behind the automatized microphysic zone detection.The algorithm searches for local maxima in curva-

ture of the 3 point floating average of the T-Re profile. They are set as potential zone borders and a slope is fitted. If the slope is shallower

than the average slope of the adibatic curve at the same altitude it is determined a coalescence zone and if its steeper it is determined a

secondary activation zone SAZ. In case a SAZ is detected before the first coalescence zone it is marked as entrainment. A sharp increase of

the effective radius above 28 µm at a temperature >0 ◦C indicates the beginning of the mixed phase. If the median effective radius exceeds

39 µm it is considered full crystallisation in the ice phase.
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Figure 5. A typical profile as seen commonly during the wet season. When re exceeds 15 µm coalescence starts. Coalescence and secondary

activation zones (SAZ) can alternate between each other multiple times, when the newly activated droplets grow fast enough to trigger

coalescence and subsequently precipitation, which will reset the cycle again. A vertically extended mixed phase is also typical for wet season

clouds with secondary activation
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Figure 6. Exculpatory profile of dry season clouds including a vertically extended condensation zone with a short coalescence zone quickly

reaching freezing level to convert into a vertically narrow mixed phase. and full crystallisation is reached before -20 ◦C. The quick freezing

process is typical for dry season clouds wis a vertically extended condensation zone, which leads narrow droplet size distribution enabling

all droplets to freeze in a narrow temperature window.
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Figure 7. Entrainment can occur in clouds with weak updrafts at cloud base that can become unstable and introduce additional entrainment

of dry air reducing the local supersaturation vaporize some already activated droplets and removing water from the cloud. the reduces surface

area and high instability can lead to a surge in supersaturation leading to more activation above the initial activation at cloud base. This

mostly can be observed in very clean environments during the dry season.
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Conclusions and Future research perspectives

The aerosol-induced effects on convective clouds in the Amazonian rain-forest are
high even in the polluted dry season. A remarkably large fraction of aerosol particles
act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) in the Amazonian clouds, not only during
the pristine aerosol conditions during the wet season, but also during the dry season.
The fraction of activated particles was higher than expected from previous studies.
It was found that the cloud formation in the Amazon is both, aerosol- and updraft-
sensitive, not just in the predominately low aerosol abundance during the wet season,
as previously assumed, but also in the dry season with heavy biomass burning smoke
present. The annual average aerosol load in the Amazon is representative for a large
region on the globe. There are globally only few regions with a significantly larger
CCN concentration. Follow-up studies on this finding should investigate how these
results change our understanding of the aerosol effects on clouds and climate on a
global scale. Simple equations are provided, which can be used in models and which
can be compared to our current understanding using models with different aerosol
and cloud parametrizations.

Furthermore, when extending the analysis of T -re profiles above the initial conden-
sational droplet growth, cloud microphysical zones were determined and reliably de-
tected. This provided a more detailed picture of the vertical distribution of cloud mi-
crophysical zones and confirmed the occurrence of secondary activation of aerosols,
that were not activate at cloud base. Secondary activation appears to have a signifi-
cant impact on cloud development, as shown by models and in-situ flight data before.
It is shown that secondary activation enables clouds to extend their vertical height,
due to additional release of latent heat after warm rain out, that invigorates updrafts
and extends the total water content height and lifetime of the clouds. Secondary
activation has the biggest impact during the transitional and rain season when the
total aerosol load is low enough to initiate warm rain out. In contrast during the dry
season, droplets often do not grow to the size necessary for rain out before reaching
freezing temperatures. A result is an increased height of the mixed phase during the
Amazonian transition periods and wet season compared the dry season, based on the
newly developed approach for cloud zone detection via remote sensing.
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